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SUMMARY AND KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

��  The restructuring plan fails to take into account many factors, such as: updated CO2 
emission reduction targets in the European Union, updated draft Polish Energy Poli-
cy 2040, plans of takeover of PGNiG by PKN Orlen� It also fails to refer to the plans 
for restructuring the Polish Mining Group (PGG)�

��  It is assumed that the concentration will increase in all segments of the power mar-
ket, which will have a negative impact on electricity consumers�

��  The plan is not in line with the EU's climate policy and it is not very ambitious in terms 
of the rate of decommissioning coal assets. In 2030, the coal-fired power sector is 
to generate 92.2 TWh of electricity, five times more than 16.7 TWh resulting from 
the new EU reduction targets�

��  The Early Decommissioning Mechanism (EDM) supports numerous coal-fired power 
units, which should be decommissioned several years earlier� EDM does not comply 
with a Paris Agreement-compliant coal budget available for Poland�

��  The economic assumptions of the plan are contrary to the available forecasts and 
favor the coal sector. Only 6.8 GW of coal-fired power plants in Poland do not gener-
ate operating losses in 2021, and most of them should be decommissioned by 
2024 (instead of 2037).

��  The analysis of costs and revenues for each coal-fired power unit included in the re-
structuring plan shows that even with extremely optimistic assumptions, the Nation-
al Energy Security Agency (Polish: NABE) will generate multi-billion losses (PLN 31.1 
billion) over the period of its operation, instead of the planned PLN 3.6 billion of posi-
tive cash flows.

��  As a result of the restructuring, the PGE Group will gain PLN 31 billion, whereas the 
balance for NABE will amount to PLN -26.5 billion. Moreover, it is assumed that PGE's 
private debt will be taken over by the State Treasury� NABE will also be in possession 
of coal assets that will rapidly lose their value. It means that PGE will benefit in eco-
nomic terms and the loss will be suffered by the State Treasury.

��  The restructuring plan provides for State aid and must be approved by the European 
Commission�

��  The amount allocated to the EDM is more than three times higher than it would re-
sult from its purpose, which generates additional PLN 12.4 billion of costs for the 
State Treasury�

Taking into account numerous objections to the restructuring plan as it stands, we recommend 
abandoning the idea of consolidation of PGE, Enea and Tauron and abandoning the establish-
ment of NABE and the EDM� Based on the analysis of models from other European countries, we 
propose separating coal assets without consolidating the companies� In particular, it is crucial to 
maintain the coal assets in the portfolio of the stock exchange company, which allows to con-
trol the rate of withdrawal of the coal assets by investors, greater transparency of operation and 
access to information about the company, and finally to ensure that the company is guided by 
economic motivation and the good interest of investors, therefore it will aim at faster decommis-
sioning of coal-fired power plants.
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In view of the above, it seems that the European Commission would be able to accept the restruc-
turing plan under the following conditions aimed at climate protection:

��  EDM supports only those power units that will physically cease their operations by 
2030 at the latest. The power units to be decommissioned after 2030 are not enti-
tled to apply for State aid.

��  The State aid under the EDM is limited only to additional costs related to early de-
commissioning of coal-fired plants and social costs related to the dismissal/re-qual-
ification of workers. The EDM does not provide for any operating aid for operating 
coal-fired power units.

��  After 2030, only the most efficient coal-fired power units remain, which were com-
missioned after 2010 (i.e. the newest power units in the following power plants: Beł-
chatów, Kozienice, Opole, Jaworzno and Turów – 5.1 GW in total, out of which more 
than 4 GW are covered by capacity payments until the end of 2035).

��  All coal-fired power units in the country will be decommissioned by the end of 2035 
at the latest. It is consistent with the capacity market operation plan.

��  The plan includes the obligation of the Polish authorities to generate no more than 
15-20 TWh of electricity from coal in 2030, which is in line with the values resulting 
from the new, increased CO2 emission reduction target in the EU, which will be -55% 
in 2030.
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INTRODUCTION

The planned restructuring of the Polish electricity market, including the consolidation of PGE, 
Enea and Tauron groups, separation of coal assets for the new National Energy Security 
Agency (hereinafter referred to as: NABE) and the establishment of the EDM ( Early Decom-

missioning Mechanism) raise a number of questions concerning the impact of these activities on 
the rate of phase-out of coal-fired electricity generation in Poland.

In particular, financial support for the coal sector remains doubtful, contrary to the more and 
more strict EU’s climate policy. Without such support, the inability to ensure the profitability of the 
coal sector in Poland could lead to a rapid phase-out of coal in the electricity generation segment, 
even until 2030 (which would be in line with the scenarios resulting from the Paris Agreement1,2)� 
On the other hand, with the postponed legislative changes in the area of offshore wind energy, the 
continuously shifting date of publishing the Polish Energy Policy until 2040 and delays in the imple-
mentation of the Polish Nuclear Power Program, a sudden decommissioning of coal assets could 
lead to a too large gap in the power balance and, at the same time, to a shortage of electricity and 
a strong increase in its prices�

The publication presents the planned assumptions for the restructuring of the power market, 
opportunities and threats related to the project and the impact of these changes on the economy 
of the entities under consideration and the rate of the phase-out of coal in the electricity genera-
tion sector� The publication also contains a legal assessment of the restructuring plan�

It should be noted that the information on which it is based is characterized by a high degree 
of uncertainty and has not been officially published. The government is still working on the final 
version of the restructuring plan, despite the fact that the process itself is scheduled to start al-
ready in 2021.

1 http://isap.sejm.gov.p1/isap.nsf/download.xsp/WDU20170000036/O/D20170036.pdf
2  Czyżak, P., Hetmański, M. 2030. Analiza dot. granicznego roku odejścia od węgla w energetyce w Europie i Polsce. Trans: 2030. Analysis of 

the border coal phase-out year in the energy sector in Europe and Poland. Instrat Policy Paper 01/2020, 2020. http://instrat.pl/2030-pl/

http://isap.sejm.gov.pl/isap.nsf/download.xsp/WDU20170000036/O/D20170036.pdf
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1.  ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT STRUCTURE  
OF THE ELECTRICITY MARKET IN POLAND

Despite breaking up the monopoly on the Polish electricity market in 2007, its structure 
remains strongly consolidated. The four largest energy groups – PGE, Enea, Energa/Or-
len and Tauron – own most of the generation assets and distribution networks� In such 

a centralized market, the further consolidation of the sector – the merger of PGE, Enea and Tau-
ron – raises justified doubts about maintaining competition and may adversely affect the rights of 
final electricity consumers.

The market structure is easy to assess considering the participation of individual entities in 
electricity generation. In 2019, the four largest entities generated 74% of electricity in Poland  
(Fig. 1.1).

Fig. 1.1. Share of individual entities in electricity generation in Poland (centrally dispatched units)

Other

Enea

Orlen/Energa Tauron

PGE
25.3%

18.2%

7.1% 8.1%

41.4%

Source: Own study based on Energy Regulatory Office3 data.

In order to prevent power shortages, a capacity market was introduced in Poland in 2017, cou-
pled with a change of the architecture of the electricity market from a single-commodity market 
– generation and sales of electricity – to a double-commodity market, where the available capac-
ity is also traded� As the capacity market constitutes a mechanism of State aid (public aid), its in-
troduction was consulted with the European Commission (EC), which, in its decision approving this 
mechanism, emphasized the need to maintain competition on the already consolidated electric-
ity market4�

Nevertheless, the capacity market in practice favors the largest energy producers and the 
three largest energy groups obtained a 81.4% share of contracts for the years 2021-2040  
(Fig. 1.2). Adding the combined Energa/Orlen group, this figure would even exceed 90%.

3 URE (2019). Sprawozdanie z działalności prezesa URE w 2019 r.: http://www.ure.gov.p1/download/9/11109/Sprawozdanie2019.pdf
4  European Commission (2018). State aid No. SA.46100 (2017/N): https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/ca- 

ses/272253/272253_1977790_162_2.pdf

http://www.ure.gov.pl/download/9/11109/Sprawozdanie2019.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/272253/272253_1977790_162_2.pdf
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Fig. 1.2. Share of individual entities in the capacity market
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Other
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PGE

Source:  Own study based on: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego  
[Concept of the transformation of the Polish electricity subsector] (not published).

In the case of electricity distribution, competition on the market is even smaller, as the market is di-
vided geographically between five entities (the share of other entities is negligible) and the change 
of the distribution system operator (DSO) is not possible (Fig. 1.3). The situation is similar in the 
retail electricity trading market, where the four largest power groups hold an almost 90% share5.

Fig. 1.3. Share of individual DSOs in total number of customers in 2019

Enea

Orlen / Energa

Innogy / STOEN

Tauron

PGE
14.7%

17.4%

5.9%

30.5%

31.5%

Source: Own study based on PTPiREE (Polish Power Transmission and Distribution Association)6 data.

In conclusion, the current structure of the electricity market in its individual segments is extreme-
ly consolidated. Further mergers will lead to almost complete monopolies, threatening competi-
tion and limiting consumer rights.

5 Own estimates based on the information available on the companies’ websites.
6  PTPiREE (2020). Energetyka dystrybucja i przesył: http://www.ptpiree.pl/raporty/2020/raport_ptpiree_druk.pdf
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2.  DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANNED 
RESTRUCTURING OF THE POLISH POWER 
SECTOR

The media have been publishing debates on the restructuring of the Polish energy sector for 
several months� In August, excerpts from a government presentation7 were published with 
a proposal of far-reaching changes in the structure of state-owned power companies, also 

described on the biznesalert�pl portal8�
These changes are stimulated by:

��  rising prices of CO2 emission allowances and, as a result, decreasing profitability of 
the coal-fired electricity (and heat) sector;

��  policies of commercial banks, insurers and European financial institutions which 
withhold financing and insurance from new and existing coal-fired projects;

��  EU climate policy aimed at achieving climate neutrality by 2050 and the related goal 
of coal phase-out in the power sector;

��  increasing imports of coal and electricity;
��  exclusion of units with emissions exceeding 550 grams of CO2/kWh from the capac-

ity market;
��  BAT conclusions9 obliging owners of coal-fired power plants to invest in moderniz-

ing power units; and
��  financial problems of power companies – the valuations of PGE and Enea have de-

creased by approx. 30% since the beginning of 2020.

The lack of any reaction to the above factors has negative consequences for the Polish power 
sector, in particular, it results in an increase of energy prices for final consumers. Wholesale prices 
(BASE) in the business-as-usual scenario (BAU) would increase from PLN 215/MWh in 2020 to PLN 
313/MWh in 2034, and then decrease to PLN 262/MWh in 2040. (Fig. 2.1). In the BAU scenario, elec-
tricity imports are also high, increasing to 15 TWh in 2027 and remaining above 10 TWh until 2035, 
when a nuclear power plant would come online and fill the capacity gap, decreasing the imports.

Fig. 2.1. Forecasts of wholesale electricity prices in the BAU scenario

PEAK
BASE

400

300

200

100

02020 2025 2030 2035 2040

Source: Own study 
based on: Koncepcja 
transformacji polskiego 
podsektora elektroen-
ergetycznego [Concept 
of the Polish electricity 
subsector transforma-
tion] (not published).

7 Baca-Pogorzelska (2020): https://twitter.com/BacaPogorzelska/status/1293142565898903553?s=20.
8  Biznes Alert (2020). Baca-Pogorzelska: Plan reorganizacji energetyki jest na papierze. Nie wszystkim się podoba: https://biznesalert.pl/ 

energetyka-reorganizacja-wegiel-oze-pge-tauron-enea-energa-orlen-pgnig/.
9 Best Available Techniques. The BAT conclusions introduce new, stricter limits of pollutant emissions from power systems.

https://biznesalert.pl/energetyka-reorganizacja-wegiel-oze-pge-tauron-enea-energa-orlen-pgnig/
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Due to the above hazards, a thorough restructuring of the electrical power sector is planned in the 
form presented in Fig. 2.2. In an already finalized transaction, PKN Orlen took over Energa Group in 
its entirety in 2020� As part of further transformations, Enea and Tauron would be merged into the 
PGE group (as early as 2021), whereas Tauron Ciepło would become a part of PGNiG (in order to 
avoid excessive market concentration)� Then, the combined coal assets of Enea, Tauron and PGE 
would be successively transferred to the newly created National Energy Security Agency (Polish: 
NABE), with a view to their complete decommissioning, supported financially by the EDM mecha-
nism by 2040�

The sequence of shutdowns would follow the profitability order of the generating units, start-
ing with the least profitable power plants. The last to be transferred to NABE would be the Opole 
Power Plant and LW Bogdanka (in 2024) and finally (in 2026) the Bełchatów power plant and mine 
complex� Thus, the PGE Group would be established in a new formula – without coal assets (PGE 
Obrót would be transferred to PGNiG in order to avoid market monopoly)�

Worthy of noting, the restructuring does not concern hard coal mining, in principle� LW Bog-
danka is an exception here because it is owned by the Enea Group (later merged into PGE as part 
of the restructuring process), it is the most efficient Polish mine and is to supply coal to the Opole 
power plant until both assets are transferred to NABE� Tauron's mining assets are to be sold to oth-
er entities� PGE holds lignite mines only and they are connected directly to its generating assets�

In the restructuring plan, the EDM is treated as a mechanism of state aid complementing the 
capacity market (in which coal-fired power plants can no longer participate). EDM – a single-share-
holder company of the Treasury – acquires unprofitable coal assets from NABE, gradually decom-
missioning them (14.82 GW in total). The power plants of EDM are to act as a strategic reserve 
and operate similarly to the previous Cold Contingency Reserve. The units held by EDM would be 
started-up only after balancing capabilities and energy import capabilities have been exhausted� 
Power plants are transferred to EDM for the last two years of operation, before complete decom-
missioning�

Throughout the process, it is necessary to notify the European Commission’s rescue package 
financing including the EDM mechanism (for more, see Chapter 7 below).
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Fig. 2.2. Planned power sector restructuring 
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Coal mining
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EDM

Source:  Own study based on: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego  
[Concept of the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (not published).

According to the above-mentioned presentation, the shares of individual entities in individual seg-
ments of the electricity market would shift (Fig� 2�3)� In terms of generation, a stronger market 
share of smaller generators is assumed (up from 25% to 44%), whereas the dominant role (instead 
of the current PGE) will be taken on by NABE� The PGE Group would become a near monopoly on 
the electricity distribution market, with a 77% share. The retail market would be divided between 
three entities: PGE, Orlen and PGNiG, holding a total share of 79%, i.e. slightly less than that of the 
current four largest power groups (87%).
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Fig. 2.3. Target shares of individual entities in the electricity market

Source:  Own study based on: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego [Con-
cept of the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (not published).

The restructuring plan also contains a solution for current staff. Of the current headcount at PGE 
GiEK amounting to 21 thousand10, 8.5 thousand are set to retire, 3.4 thousand to take a voluntary 
departure scheme or work at the decommissioning of coal-fired units under the EDM mechanism. 
1.2 thousand individuals are to work at the construction/operation of the nuclear power plant, 400 
individuals at gas projects (CCGTs11) and 1.5 thousand individuals involved in reclaiming closed 
mines and in the green technology sector� The document does not specify what will happen to the 
remaining 6 thousand current employees.

Regarding Enea Group, 2 thousand individuals are to retire [i.e. a number almost equal to the 
current employment of Enea Wytwarzanie (generation) – 2115 individuals12], 200 individuals are to 
take the voluntary departure scheme or work for the EDM, 500 individuals are to be employed at 
the nuclear power plant and 300 at gas projects� The allocation of workplaces for Enea exceeds 
the current employment of Enea Wytwarzanie Sp. z o.o. and Enea Elektrownia Połaniec SA by 400 
individuals�

For Tauron Group, out of 5 thousand individuals employed in the generation13 segment, the 
plan provides for the retirement of 1.3 thousand employees, participation of 1 thousand employ-
ees in the voluntary departure scheme or engagement with the EDM and employment of 600 peo-
ple at gas-fired power plants (CCGT). The remaining 2.1 thousand individuals are not covered by 
the analysis. Doubts concerning the staff plan are described in chapter 3 below.

100%

75%

50%

25%

0%
Generation

44%

39%

10%

77%

17%

6%
21%

20%

20%

39%

7%

Distribution Sales

Other
PGNiG
Orlen
NABE
PGE

10 Consolidated financial statements of the PGE Capital Group for 2019.
11 Combined Cycle Gas Turbines.
12  ENEA (2018). 2018 Annual Report of the Enea Group, “Employees” tab: https://raport2018.csr.enea.pl/pl/pracownicy/zatrudnienie/

sprawdz-kogo-i-na-jakich-warunkach-zatrudniaja-nasze-spolki
13  Tauron (2017). Raport Zintegrowany 2017. Kluczowe dane dotyczące zatrudnienia [2017 Integrated Report. Key employment data]: 

http://raport2017.tauron.pl/zasady-zarzadzania/za- rzadzanie-kapitalem-ludzkim/kluczowe-dane-dotyczace-zatrudnienia/.

http://raport2017.tauron.pl/zasady-zarzadzania/zarzadzanie-kapitalem-ludzkim/kluczowe-dane-dotyczace-zatrudnienia/
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Fig. 2.4. Plan for personnel of individual companies in the generation segment
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Source:  Own study based on: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego  
[Concept of the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (not published).

The expected changes in the energy mix result in a 27.8% share of RES in electricity generation 
in 2030. In the conventional power sector side, plans are to decommission 2.8 GW of capacity by 
the end of 2025, 4.5 GW in 2025-2029, 6.7 GW in 2029-2034 and the remaining 3.66 GW by the 
end of 2040�

The plan is based on the following economic assumptions� Coal prices after 2024 are almost 
constant, CO2 prices increase rapidly from around 25 EUR/ton to over 45 EUR/ton in 2025 and 
around 60 EUR/ton in 2040. This leads to wholesale electricity prices rising from approx. PLN 210/
MWh (BASE) in 2020 to approx. PLN 270/MWh in 2025 and PLN 280/MWh in 2030. The scenari-
os resulting from these assumptions predict that in the forecast period (i.e. by 2050), the assets of 
PGE GiEK will generate PLN 18.9 billion of losses (measured in total financial flows), the assets of 
Tauron Wytwarzanie – PLN 12.1 billion of loses (here until 2040), and the assets of Enea Wytwarza-
nie and Enea Elektrownia Połaniec – PLN 7.1 billion of losses (also until 2040). However, after the 
transformation, the EBITDA of the new consolidated PGE Group is expected to range from approx� 
PLN 9 billion in 2026 to approx. PLN 12 billion in 2035.

During its operation, NABE is expected to generate positive financial flows at a level of PLN 3.6 
billion by 2040. The majority of NABE revenue is to come from selling electricity (PLN 226 billion), 
from capacity market contracts (PLN 26 billion), and from the system services market (PLN 2 bil-
lion)� The costs include mainly CO2 emission allowances – PLN 119 billion, fuel purchase – PLN 63 
billion, fixed costs – PLN 37 billion and other costs – PLN 33 billion.

EDM is to have a budget of PLN 32 billion in 2024-2045 and support 14.82 GW of coal-fired 
power plants (of which PLN 18.3 billion is to be used to cover fixed costs, PLN 3.7 billion for the vol-
untary departure scheme and PLN 2�4 billion for reclaiming land cleared of power plants), as well 
as for lignite mines (in 2028-2045), financing the reclamation of the Bełchatów and Turów open pit 
mines (here the EDM is to cover costs amounting to PLN 7.8 billion). Money for the operation of 
EDM would allegedly come from the EU's proposed Just Transition Fund (JTF), sale of CO2 emis-
sion allowances and, potentially, a transmission tariff14� No support for hard coal mines is foreseen 
as part of the EDM�

14  Biznes Alert (2020). Polityka Insight: PGE będzie konsolidowała elektroenergetykę [Polityka Insight: PGE will consolidate the power 
sector]: https://biznesalert.pl/konsolidacja-energetyki-pge- -enea-tauron-wegiel-energetyka/.
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3.  ANALYSIS OF OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS 
TIED TO THE RESTRUCTURING OF THE POLISH 
ELECTRICITY MARKET

Fig. 3.1 shows selected strengths and weaknesses, as well as opportunities and threats relat-
ed to the restructuring plan of the Polish power sector as described above (SWOT analysis).

Fig. 3.1. SWOT analysis of the restructuring plan

STRENGTHS

� Start of discussions on coal phase-out
�  Declaration of coal phase-out in the power 

sector by 2040
�  Realistic assumptions for CO2 prices, energy 

prices, profitability of current entities
�  Addressing the current threats for the coal 

power sector

OPPORTUNITIES

�  Potential to transform PGE into a profitable 
entity with dominant share of RES

�  Following economic argumentation may lead 
to an earlier shutdown of coal-fired power 
plants than assumed

THREATS

�  Likely no consent of the Office of Competition 
and Consumer Protection (UOKiK) (especially 
after the takeover of PGNiG by Orlen)

� Inability to finance the coal sector from the JTF
�  Risk that the EC will not approve new State aid 

for the coal power sector
�  Increased market concentration in the 

generation segment
� Underestimated cost of EDM
� Overestimated profits of PGE and NABE
� Negative impact on electricity consumers

WEAKNESSES

�  Failure to take into account:
  takeover of PGNiG by Orlen
 new PGE strategy
 Polish Energy Policy (PEP2040)
 PGG support plan

�  Planned monopoly/duopoly in the distribution and 
sales area

� Pessimistic plan for staff
�  Unambitious rate of coal phase-out, failure to meet 

the RES targets
�  Uncertainties about nuclear power
�  Absence of market control over the exclusion of 

coal assets by NABE

Source:  Own study based on: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego  
[Concept of the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (not published).
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The plan in question has one basic advantage – it is the first attempt to start a debate on the coal 
phase-out in the Polish power sector by the government� It also suggests a limit year of the coal 
phase-out (might be considered progressive in Poland) – by 2040 at the latest� The presented 
analyses on the current situation of the power sector accurately assesses the threats to the cur-
rent business model of coal power producers, applying realistic assumptions for CO2 prices, fore-
casts of energy prices and profitability of the current entities in the future (in the BAU scenario). 
The implementation of the plan may have positive effects on the PGE Group, making it a profita-
ble entity able to compete with others on market terms� In particular, such restructuring will make it 
possible for the Group to raise capital for investment in low-carbon generating sources� The eco-
nomic narrative of the authors of the plan, in the case of stronger than assumed increase in the 
prices of CO2 emission allowances, may lead to the shutdown of coal-fired power plants much ear-
lier than by 2040�

On the other hand, the described restructuring plan does not address a number of factors that 
undermine its credibility at the same time�

In the plan, it is proposed to transfer part of the assets of PGE and Tauron to PGNiG, which 
would reduce the risk of a monopoly and increase the chances of consent of UOKiK to the merg-
er. However, PGNiG announced the takeover plans to PKN Orlen15, which would create a duopo-
ly in the sales segment�

The document also seems to disregard the updated draft Polish Energy Policy until 204016, 
which proposes more ambitious targets for RES share in electricity generation in 2030 (32% as 
compared to 27.8% assumed in the plan). Changes in the power balance do not include invest-
ment in onshore wind farms and photovoltaics, lowering the RES potential and overstating demand 
for the conventional power sector� According to the restructuring plan, the coal power sector gen-
erates 92�2 TWh of electricity in 2030, including 42�2 TWh in cogeneration� Therefore, the coal 
phase-out rate proposed in the document is not in line with the scenarios resulting from the Paris 
Agreement17� In these scenarios, electricity generation from coal is marginal in 2030 and amounts 
to 0-5 TWh18, i.e. less than 3% of the total electricity generation in Poland in 2017.19

This rate is also not consistent with the currently updated CO2 emission reduction targets in 
the EU by 55-60% in 2030 compared to 1990, which are legally binding in Poland20� The scenarios 
of the European Commission energy mix included in the revision of 2030 targets21 indicating that 
the share of coal in electricity generation across the EU in 2030 will be only 2% – 65 TWh22, i�e� ap-
prox. half of the power generation from coal in Poland alone in 2019.23 Assuming Poland's share of 
coal generation in the EU will remain at the level of 2019 (i.e. approx. 25%), Poland should generate 
only 16.7 TWh of electricity from coal in 2030, i.e. more than five times less than in the restructur-
ing plan and almost two times less than the Bełchatów Power Plant generated in 2019 (28 TWh)24� 

15  Orlen (2020). PKN ORLEN rozpoczyna przejęcie grupy PGNiG [PKN ORLEN starts the takeover of the PGNiG group]:  https://www.or-
len.pl/PL/BiuroPrasowe/Strony/PKN-ORLEN-rozpoczy-na-przej%C4%99cie-Grupy-PGNiG.aspx.

16  Ministry of Climate and Environment (2020):  https://www.gov.pl/web/klimat/minister-kurtyka-polityka-energetyczna-pol-
ski-do-2040-r--udziela-odpowiedzi-na-najwazniejsze-wyzwania-stojace-przed-polska-energetyka-w-najblizszych-dziesiecioleciach�

17  Czyżak, P., Hetmański, M. 2030. Analiza dot. granicznego roku odejścia od węgla w energetyce w Europie i Polsce. Trans: 2030. Analy-
sis of the border coal phase-out year in the energy sector in Europe and Poland. Instrat Policy Paper 01/2020, 2020. http://instrat.
pl/2030-pl/

18  5 TWh in: Czyżak, P., Hetmański, M. 2030. Analiza dot. granicznego roku odejścia od węgla w energetyce w Europie i Polsce. Trans: 
2030. Analysis of the border coal phase-out year in the energy sector in Europe and Poland. Instrat Policy Paper 01/2020, 2020, 
http://instrat.pl/2030-PL/; 0 TWh in IEA ETP B2DS: https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-Technology-per-spectives-2017; 2 TWh in: 
https://www.pac-development.html-scenarios.eu/scenario.

19  European Commission. Energy Statistics: Energy datasheets: EU countries (last updated: 15 June 2020), 2020: https://ec.europa.eu/ 
energy/sites/ener/files/energy_statistical_countrydatasheets.xlsx.

20  European Commission (2020). State of the Union: Commission raises climate ambition and proposes 55% cut in emissions by 2030: . 
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_1599

21  European Commission (2020). Stepping up Europe’s 2030 climate ambition. Investing in a climate-neutral future for the benefit of our 
people: . https://ec.europa.eu/clima/sites/clima/files/eu-climate-action/docs/impact_part2_en.pdf

22  Ecologic & CLIMACT (2020). Analysing the impact assessment on raising the EU 2030 climate target: https://www.ecologic.eu/sites/ 
files/publication/2020/eu2030-ia-analysis_final.pdf.

23  ARE data from: energy.instrat.pl. ARE data from: energy.instrat.pl.
24  Energy Instrat (2020). Produkcja energii elektrycznej - Bełchatów [Electricity generation – Bełchatów]: http://energy.instrat.pl/genera-

tion_by_unit.

https://www.orlen.pl/PL/BiuroPrasowe/Strony/PKN-ORLEN-rozpoczyna-przej%C4%99cie-Grupy-PGNiG.aspx
https://www.gov.pl/web/klimat/minister-kurtyka-polityka-energetyczna-polski-do-2040-r-udziela-odpowiedzi-na-najwazniejsze-wyzwania-stojace-przed-polska-energetyka-w-najblizszych-dziesiecioleciach
http://instrat.pl/2030-pl/
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-technology-perspectives-2017
https://www.pac-scenarios.eu/scenario-development.html
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/energy_statistical_countrydatasheets.xlsx
https://www.ecologic.eu/sites/files/publication/2020/eu2030-ia-analysis_final.pdf
http://energy.instrat.pl/generation_by_unit
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The restructuring plan is therefore not in line with the EU climate policy and it is hard to im-
agine that the EU would accept new State aid for the coal sector in such a situation.

A loss of market control over excluded coal assets is an extremely important threat to the 
achievement of climate objectives. Today, if though energy companies in question are controlled 
by the State Treasury, their presence on the stock market entails certain obligations towards in-
vestors� The management board of a company cannot be detrimental to investors, i�e� maintain 
loss-making assets. After the transfer of unprofitable power plants to NABE, a new fully state-
owned company (or agency), the financial market will not be able to exert pressure on the cost-ef-
fective management of its assets� This means that, contrary to the announcements, coal assets 
could function longer than foreseen in the schedule and be supported by subsequent forms of 
State aid (whether public or not)�

The restructuring plan lacks references to changes in Polish Mining Group (PGG), which are to 
absorb almost PLN 5 billion from the State budget and additional funds from the Polish Develop-
ment Fund (PFR)25� It seems reasonable to ask whether the EC will accept two such large schemes 
for public financing of the coal sector in a similar time frame.

As described in Chapter 2 above, the presented plan for staff merging of the companies con-
tains some inaccuracies. It applies to only 21,000 out of the 29,000 employees of the entities ex-
amined, without specifying whether the remaining employees (8,000) will be dismissed or will find 
employment in the remaining segments of the new PGE group or in NABE� Most employees – as 
many as 16,000 individuals – are to retire, participate in the voluntary departure scheme or in the 
power plant's gradual shutdown (it is not specified what will happen with them after the shutdown 
of these facilities). It should be pointed out that according to the presentation, only 17.5% of em-
ployees (3,632 employees) will reach the retirement age by 2026, i.e. at the moment of transition 
of the last coal assets to NABE (Fig� 3�2)� The plan does not provide support for those reaching re-
tirement age after 2040 (up to 25.3%).

Fig. 3.2. Share of employees reaching retirement age in a given period
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Source:  Own study based on: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego  
[Concept of the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (not published).

25  Biznes Alert (2020). Baca-Pogorzelska: Znamy szczegóły planu ratunkowego dla górnictwa [We know the details of the rescue plan for 
the mining sector]: https://biznesalert.pl/ministerstwo-akty- wow-panstwowych-informacje-kopalnie-pgg-tauron-redukcja-zamknie-
cie-energetyka-wegiel/

https://biznesalert.pl/ministerstwo-aktywow-panstwowych-informacje-kopalnie-pgg-tauron-redukcja-zamkniecie-energetyka-wegiel/
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Only 1,500 individuals are to work in green technologies despite their huge potential (according to 
the latest draft PEP2040 estimated at 300,000 jobs), as compared to 1,700 in the planned, very 
doubtful nuclear power plant� It should be pointed out that the transition of employees to operate 
the nuclear power plant is planned after 2031 and may be postponed due to delays in the Polish 
Nuclear Power Program (PPEJ)� The restructuring plan does not directly refer to the construction 
plans of the nuclear power plant, including which company is to be its owner, as well as its financing 
opportunities, which may raise questions about the legitimacy of the assumptions for the planned 
revenues and costs of the new PGE group and NABE�

Finally, there are a number of threats to the implementation of the plan as shown in the pres-
entation�

The merger of companies will require the approval of the Office of Competition and Consum-
er Protection (UOKiK), which will certainly have objections to market concentration, especially in 
the light of the takeover of PGNiG by Orlen� Similarly, it is not certain that the European Commis-
sion will authorize State aid for the power plants under decommissioning� There are several rea-
sons for that:

��  simultaneous application for State aid by PGG, resulting from an amicable settle-
ment with trade unions26;

��  failure to meet the objectives presented to the EC for the promotion of competitive-
ness by the capacity market, which on the contrary leads to further concentration 
(for more see Chapter 1 above) – as the case may also be for the EDM mechanism, 
which is supposed to support only the largest existing generators;

��  creation of a monopoly in the distribution segment and of a duopoly in the sales 
segment as well as a potentially increased concentration of the generation market 
(as above) may raise doubts about the right to change the seller, which is a funda-
mental element of a competitive electricity market�

The EC's doubts may also be raised by the impact of the merger of three entities from the first doz-
en European coal energy producers (Fig. 3.3) on market competition. Post merger (first under the 
umbrella of PGE and then NABE), the coal generation capacity of the new group would reach al-
most 25 GW, creating the largest entity of such kind in Europe. This would be even more problem-
atic because the remaining ranked groups (including the largest – RWE, EPH and Uniper) already 
have plans to switch off almost all coal-fired power plants in their portfolios (a total of 68 GW of  
137 GW of coal power in the EU already has a planned shutdown date27)�

The legal doubts about the restructuring plan are described in more detail in Chapter 7 below.

26  Biznes Alert (2020). Baca-Pogorzelska: Znamy szczegóły planu ratunkowego dla górnictwa [We know the details of the rescue plan for 
the mining sector]: https://biznesalert.pl/ministerstwo-akty-wow-panstwowych-informacje-kopalnie-pgg-tauron-redukcja-zamknie-
cie-energetyka-wegiel//; Reuters (2020). Polska liczy na zgodę KE na pomoc publiczną dla kopalń [Poland counts on the EC’s approval 
for public aid to mines]: https://pl.investing.com/news/stock-market-news/opis-1polska-liczy-na-zgode-ke-na-pomoc-pu-bliczna-dla-
kopaln-263636.

27 Europe Beyond Coal (2020). Database: https://beyond-coal.eu/database/.

https://biznesalert.pl/ministerstwo-aktywow-panstwowych-informacje-kopalnie-pgg-tauron-redukcja-zamkniecie-energetyka-wegiel/
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Fig. 3.3. Top 10 European coal power generators (in terms of installed capacity)
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Source: Own study based on the data of Europe Beyond Coal.

An issue related to the foregoing are difficulties in financing the EDM mechanism. Its source is 
supposed to be the Just Transition Fund (JTF) and the sale of CO2 emission allowances under the 
EU ETS� The document establishing the JTF explicitly states that investments related to "the pro-
duction, processing, distribution and storage or combustion of fossil fuels"28 are excluded from fi-
nancing under the scheme, however, certain types of gas were allowed in the last vote29� This does 
not detract from the fact that the JTF funds cannot be used to support coal combustion� Similar 
difficulties may arise in the case of financing under the EU ETS, the main objective of which is to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and the funds from the system are to be used for decarboni-
zation30�

Poland has so far obtained PLN 20.5 billion from the sale of CO2 allowances31, allocating only 
a fraction of this amount for decarbonization and reducing emissions from the power sector with 
a mere 8.5% in 2005-201832� In the same period, emission reductions for the entire EU from this 
sector reached 31%. Moreover, according to the latest revision of the EU ETS Directive, the rules 
for spending funds from the sale of allowances will change in 2021-203033� Therefore, it is doubtful 
to assume that it will be possible to use these funds to support coal-fired power plants. For more, 
see Chapter 7 below also.

Apart from financing the restructuring itself, the planned excessively high share of coal in the 
energy mix, failure to meet the RES objectives and unsatisfactory rate of CO2 emission reduction 
may be the basis for reducing the envelope of EU funds available to Poland in a number of pro-
grams� An example is the Just Transition Fund, where funds will be halved in the absence of a dec-
laration of climate neutrality by 2050.34

28  European Commission (2020). Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing the Just Transi-
tion Fund: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52020PC0022&from=EN.

29  European Parliament (2020). Report on the proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing the 
Just Transition Fund: https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/A-9-2020-0135_EN.html.

30  Official Journal of the European Union (2018). Directive 2018/410 of March 2018:  https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
PDF/?uri=CELEX:32018L0410&from=EN.

31  Ministry of Climate and Environment (2020). Zielone Inwestycje [Green Investment]: https://www.gov.pl/web/climate/benefits-of-the-
eu-emissions-trading--system�

32  European Commission. Energy Statistics: Energy datasheets: EU countries (last updated: 15 June 2020), 2020: https://ec.europa.eu/ 
energy/sites/ener/files/energy_statistical_countrydatasheets.xlsx.

33 European Commission (2020). Revision for stage 4 (2021-2030): https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/ets/revision_en.
34  Czyżak et al. Zielone miejsca pracy. Przypadek regionu bełchatowskiego. Trans: Green jobs in coal regions. Case study: Bełchatów. In-

strat Policy Paper 04/2020, 2020. http://instrat.pl/belcha-tow-2020/.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32018L0410&from=EN
https://www.gov.pl/web/climate/benefits-of-the-eu-emissions-trading-system
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/energy_statistical_countrydatasheets.xlsx
http://instrat.pl/belchatow-2020/
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Economically, the restructuring plan raises further questions – the merger of three unprofitable 
companies with total expected losses exceeding PLN 38 billion is supposed to create two profita-
ble entities: NABE is to reach PLN 3.6 billion of positive cash flows by 2040, and the new PGE group 
is to reach approx. PLN 2 billion of positive cash flows, with an EBITDA of up to PLN 156.6 billion. 
Such great discrepancies suggest that the revenues of PGE and NABE are overestimated, their 
operating costs are underestimated, or additional State aid is envisaged in addition to the EDM� 
A detailed analysis of this issue is presented in Chapters 5 and 6 below.

IMPACT OF THE RESTRUCTURING ON ELECTRICITY CONSUMERS

The increased concentration in the areas of generation, distribution and sale mentioned above 
may have a negative impact on energy consumers� It may be manifested in the form of:

�� increase in tariff prices for households (although they are regulated);
�� increase in electricity prices for enterprises (which are not regulated);
�� a threat to electricity supply reliability;
�� deterioration in customer service quality;
�� lack of a realistic possibility to switch the supplier�

High market concentration in the electricity generation, distribution and sale segments typi-
cally leads to an increase in tariff prices for electricity consumers. The increase in tariff prices 
for households may be limited, as they are subject to a range of regulations that limit their growth� 
On the other hand, the tariffs for enterprises are not subject to similar regulations and their rates 
increase with an increase in wholesale prices� This, in turn, leads to a decrease in the competitive-
ness of the Polish economy�

The analysis of the historical average wholesale electricity prices and average tariff prices pre-
sented in Fig� 3�4 shows that the increase in the wholesale electricity price does not translate into 
an increase in tariffs for households, but has an impact on prices for enterprises. For example, 
the wholesale electricity price rose from the level of PLN 155.75/MWh in 2017 to the level of PLN 
226.75/MWh in 2019, which was not accompanied by an increase in tariff prices for households 
– they stayed at a similar level to that from the previous years. However, prices for large enterpris-
es and industries went up from PLN 333.1/MWh to PLN 403.1/MWh at the time.

Stable prices for households result from the tariff regulation in that sector and the introduction 
of the “Act on electricity price freeze” of December 2018, which reduced the level of excise duty 
on electricity from PLN 20 to PLN 5/MWh, reduced the transitional fee and froze tariff prices for fi-
nal consumers in 2019 at the level from the end of June 2018. The difference between the whole-
sale price of electricity and the tariff price for households was covered by the Price Difference 
Payment Fund (Polish: Fundusz Wypłaty Różnicy Ceny). This mechanism allowed tariffs to be main-
tained at the same level, but in practice, it meant that the State paid lost revenues to enterprises 
providing electricity distribution and sale services, which became less profitable in the face of in-
creasing energy generation costs and fixed tariffs for households. The Fund was financed mainly 
from trading in an additional pool of greenhouse gas emission allowances by the government as 
well as other subsidies and public funds35�

35 Act amending the Excise Duty Act and certain other acts: http://orka.sejm.gov.pl/proc8.nsf/ustawy/3112_u.htm#_ftn1
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Fig. 3.4. Analysis of electricity prices in 2012-2019
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Source: Own study based on the data of energy.instrat.pl and Eurostat (2020).

Although the Act stabilized prices for households in 2019, it is doubtful that similar compensa-
tions will be provided in subsequent years. Preliminary information shows that only those affected 
by energy poverty will be entitled to compensation from 2021 onwards36� Without further support 
from the government, and with growing electricity generation costs due to the high share of ex-
pensive coal in the energy mix, an increase in tariff prices is unavoidable. Even more so if the ener-
gy sector continues to consolidate and coal assets are kept for an excessively longtime�

The effects of tariff surges are increasingly severe for the Polish economy. At the beginning 
of October 2020, ArcelorMittal announced the plan to close the raw material part of the Kraków 
Steelworks, referring to high electricity prices as one of the reasons that forced the company to 
make such a decision� This is not an isolated case37. In the future, a further significant increase in 
prices for companies is expected, including that resulting from the introduction of the capacity fee�

Additionally, it should be noted that extremely low (in terms of European standards) total en-
ergy prices for households (Fig. 3.5) with the highest wholesale prices in the EU indicate that the 
margins in the Polish power sector are too low to enable investments in zero-emission generating 
sources and network infrastructure. This leads to a vicious cycle in which low tariff prices prevent 
investments in RES, whereas their higher share in energy generation constitutes a solution reduc-
ing the wholesale energy prices38� This aspect is highlighted in the restructuring plan in which, on 
the one hand, the transformation of PGE aims to increase the rate of RES development, but in fact, 
increased market concentration most often results in a decrease in investment and innovation� 
In an alternative scenario, if each company retained its coal assets and made investment deci-
sions as in the spin-off model without consolidation (described in Chapter 4 below), the compa-
nies would have a purely market-based rationale to implement more RES projects and reduce the 
role of coal in the energy mix�

36 https://enerad.pl/aktualnosci/ceny-pradu-2021/.
37  Ember. Ceny hurtowe energii elektrycznej w Polsce najwyższe w Europie [Poland’s wholesale electricity prices rise to the highest in 

Europe]. 2020: https://ember-climate.org/commentary/2020/10/23/ ceny-energii-elektrycznej-w-polsce-najwyzsze-w-europie/.
38  Ember. Ceny hurtowe energii elektrycznej w Polsce najwyższe w Europie [Poland’s wholesale electricity prices rise to the highest in 

Europe]. 2020: Link: https://ember-climate.org/commenta- ry/2020/10/23/ceny-energii-elektrycznej-w-polsce-najwyższe-w-europie/

https://ember-climate.org/commentary/2020/10/23/ceny-energii-elektrycznej-w-polsce-najwyzsze-w-europie/
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Fig. 3.5. Electricity tariff prices (with fees) for households in Europe in the second half of 2019 (EUR/kWh)
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Source: Eurostat (2020)

Companies that do not have to compete to acquire and maintain customers also have no incen-
tive to continuously improve customer service, leading to a deterioration in the quality of these 
services. It undoubtedly has a negative impact on electricity consumers.

Market monopolization makes it impossible for electricity consumers to switch suppliers. It is 
particularly controversial from the point of view of the strengthened EU Directive on common rules 
for the internal market for electricity39.

An important threat not only to the costs of electricity but to the quality of its supplies is the in-
creased concentration in the distribution segment. Poland is among the countries with the highest 
level of network failure in Europe. Polish networks are old (Fig. 3.6), which is described in a report of 
the Supreme Audit Office (NIK)40. Monopolization of the segment may lead to a decrease in already 
insufficient investments (including in smart meters), which in turn will result in even more network 
failures, difficulties in electricity balancing, increase in SAIDI and SAIFI indices (System Average In-
terruption Duration Index and System Average Interruption Frequency Index) and a threat to the 
reliability of energy supply to consumers.

Figure 3.6. Age structure of DSO's assets as of December 31, 2017
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39 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019L0944&from=ES.
40  The Supreme Audit Office (NIK). Ochrona praw konsumenta energii elektrycznej, Informacja o wynikach kontroli [Protection of the 

rights of the electricity consumer, Information on the inspection results], P/17/022/KGP, 2018.

Source: Supreme 
Audit Office (NIK).
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4.  ASSESSMENT OF POSSIBLE MODELS  
FOR THE RESTRUCTURING OF THE POLISH 
ELECTRICITY MARKET

Given the stated disadvantages and threats of the proposed solution, it is worth consid-
ering whether an alternative scenario is possible. The issue of unprofitable coal assets is 
nothing new in Europe, and coal-fired power plants are being shut down not only in Poland. 

Therefore, below we present the models adopted in other European countries as well as restruc-
turing alternatives to that proposed in Poland.

GERMANY: A STRONG POSITION OF THE COAL SECTOR HINDERS DECARBONIZATION

Germany will likely fail to achieve the goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 40% com-
pared to 1990 until 2020. This is due to the high share of coal in the energy mix as well as the grow-
ing emissions generated by transport.

To accelerate decarbonization, the German government has forced through a law that provides 
for a complete departure from coal in energy production by 2038 and agreed both on the sched-
ule of shutting down lignite-fired power plants and on paying damages to their operators. The Coal 
Phase-Out Act (German: Kohleausstiegsgesetz) entered into force in August 202041. Developed 
on the basis of the recommendations issued in 2019 by the Coal Phase-Out Commission, the Act 
specifies how much installed power from coal sources will remain in the German power system in 
each future period.

The Act provides for separate paths of transition from lignite and hard coal. For hard coal-fired 
power plants, public tenders have already been conducted since 2020. Selected power plants com-
mit themselves to decommissioning in exchange for the “coal premium”. The German Federal Net-
work Agency will determine the maximum volume of bids for each auction and apply the procedure 
set out in the Act in the event that there are too many bids. The decommissioning of hard coal-fired 
power units will be regulated as part of a tender procedure by 2027. From 2028 onwards, it will be 
carried out top-down by the Federal Network Agency, without compensation. The earlier coal-fired 
power plants make a decision to close (and enter the tender procedure), the more State aid they will 
be able to obtain42. The tender procedure will be won by those bids that guarantee the highest emis-
sion savings for the lowest price. They are a sort of “reverse auction” (whoever gives less), which are 
well known in other segments of the electricity market (RES auctions, power market), but the subject 
of the contract (coal-fired power units leave the market in exchange for compensation) is innovative.

Under the Act, the federal government has become authorized to reach a contractual agree-
ment with operators of lignite-fired power plants and their associated lignite surface mines with 
regard to the moment they will be decommissioned and the amount of damages. This means that 
the dates of decommissioning of lignite-fired power plants and the rules of paying compensation 
are to be governed by an agreement between the government and the operators. Such an agree-
ment must be approved by the European Commission. Lignite-fired power plants will not receive 
any financial compensation if they are shut down starting from 2030. If the negotiations bring no 
effect, the federal government is to set the schedule for reducing and then ending the generation 
of electricity from lignite by way of regulation.

41  Bundesanzeiger(2020). Kohleausstiegsgesetz: https://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanzeiger_BGBl&start=//*[@ 
attr_id=%27bgbl120s1818.pdf%27]#__bgbl__%2F%2F*%5B%40attr_id%3D%27bgbl120s1818.pdf%27%5D__1602053964832.

42  BMWI(2020). Coal phase-out and structural changes: https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/DE/Artikel/Wirtschaft/kohleausstieg-und-
struk- turwandel.html.

https://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanzeiger_BGBl&start=//*%5B@attr_id=%27bgbl120s1818.pdf%27%5D#__bgbl__%2F%2F*%5B%40attr_id%3D%27bgbl120s1818.pdf%27%5D__1606912170653
https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/DE/Artikel/Wirtschaft/kohleausstieg-und-strukturwandel.html
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The Act generally bans the startup of new coal-fired power plants after August 14, 2020, that is 
after the date when the Act will enter into force. However, an exception is made for those power 
plants that received an operating license before January 29, 2020� It should be noted that employ-
ees of coal-fired power plants aged 58 and over will receive cash compensation until they reach 
the retirement age� The Act does not specify any compensation scheme for other groups of em-
ployees�

The general schedule is as follows:
��  15 GW of hard coal capacity and 15 GW of lignite capacity is to remain in the Ger-

man power system by the end of 2022 (compared to 22.8 GW and 21.1 GW, respec-
tively, in 2019);

��  In 2030, the system will keep 8 GW of hard coal capacity and approx. 9 GW of lignite 
capacity;

��  All coal capacities will be withdrawn by the end of 2038.

Periodic schedule verifications, to be conducted in 2026, 2029 and 2032, are to facilitate the gov-
ernment to make the decision on whether it is possible to completely abandon electricity gener-
ation from coal by 2035.

However, German law is criticized in several areas. The most controversial point is the amount 
of compensation for RWE and LEAG. The companies are to receive a total of EUR 4.35 billion for 
shutting down, until 2029, their lignite-fired units with an aggregate capacity of 7.3 GW. Accord-
ing to experts, these amounts of compensation may be inflated even twofold, and when setting 
them, the unfavorable market prospects for electricity generation from coal (i�e� the growing pric-
es for CO2 emissions allowances or the increasing competitiveness of RES) were disregarded. The 
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agreement between the government and power plant operators will depend on a decision by the 
European Commission, which may consider it to be prohibited State aid or may request amend-
ments� The law was also criticized by institutions involved in climate policy� Some of them believe 
that the statute will have a limited influence on the reduction of CO2 emissions, and may allow op-
erators of lignite-fired power plants to artificially sustain their power units despite the worsening 
market conditions� In the opinion of the German FDP party, the abandonment of direct compensa-
tion and the strengthening of the transition with adequate incentives that correspond to electricity 
market trends would be more beneficial from the federal budget point of view.43

In addition, the German federal parliament passed a law on structural strengthening of the coal-
based regions (German: Strukturstärkungsgesetz Kohleregionen), which is a foundation of eco-
nomic support programs for the coal-based regions that amount to EUR 40 billion in total. The 
general objective of the law is to make it possible for the areas that suffered from gradual with-
drawal from coal to build an alternative, sustainable local economy44� The funds are to be dis-
tributed among the Länder with mining traditions (Brandenburg, North Rhine-Westphalia, Saxony, 
Saxony-Anhalt)45. Hard coal has not been extracted in Germany since 2018.

The planned Polish restructuring model is similar to that implemented in Germany, but it differs 
mainly in the ownership structure of power companies, which is described below and in Tab. 4.1.

Separation of coal assets: example of E.ON/Uniper

In November 2014, E.ON, one of Europe’s largest power companies seated in Germany, an-
nounced a merger of its business lines dealing with electricity generation from convention-
al sources (maintaining its retail, distribution, and nuclear activities) and their consolidation 
into a new enterprise called Uniper� After splitting the business lines, E�ON remained involved 
in the production, distribution and retail sales of power from RES, while Uniper overtook the 
business line of conventional energy (power generation and the management of regional and 
global energy supply chains)�

Uniper became a subsidiary wholly owned by E.ON. It started its business on January 1, 
2016. As a result of the general meeting of E.ON shareholders held in June 2016, 53.35 per-
cent of Uniper shares were allocated to E.ON shareholders, and the remaining 46.65 percent 
of the share capital that E.ON held in Uniper were to be sold starting from 2018. In February 
2018, 47.35 percent of shares were purchased by the power group Fortum (a Finnish State-
owned company46�

Until the start of asset distribution, Uniper had been financially integrated with E.ON. As 
part of dividing the business lines, liabilities related to individual Uniper assets were trans-
ferred to Uniper or settled between E�ON and Uniper under a centralized multilateral compen-
sation procedure. To cover Uniper’s financial needs, before the division entered into force, 
E�ON had granted Uniper a credit line and loans (which were to be settled when the division 
becomes effective).

E.ON was to keep in its balance the previously issued bonds amounting to EUR 14 billion 
as well as the EUR 17.7 billion debts.

43  OSW (2020). Niemcy: kontrowersyjne rozstanie z energetyką węglową [Germany: Controversial Break-up with Coal Power]: https://
www.osw.waw.pl/pl/publikacje/analizy/2020-07-06/ niemcy-kontrowersyjne-rozstanie-z-energetyka-weglowa.

44  Bundesanzeiger(2020). Strukturstärkungsgesetz Kohleregionen: https^/www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanzeiger_ 
BGBl&start=//*[@attr_id=%27bgbl120s1795.pdf%27]#__bgbl__%2F%2F*%5B%40attr_id%3D

45  Die Bundesregierung (2020). Farewell to coal power: https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-de/themen/klimaschutz/koh- leausstiegs-
gesetz-1716678.

46  Europe Beyond Coal (n.a.). Fortum/Uniper: A briefing for investors, insurers and banks: https://beyond-coal.eu/wp-content/ up-
loads/2020/03/EBC_Fortum_Uniper_briefing_paper.pdf.

https://www.osw.waw.pl/pl/publikacje/analizy/2020-07-06/niemcy-kontrowersyjne-rozstanie-z-energetyka-weglowa
https://www.osw.waw.pl/pl/publikacje/analizy/2020-07-06/niemcy-kontrowersyjne-rozstanie-z-energetyka-weglowa
https://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanzeiger_BGBl&start=//*%5B@attr_id=%27bgbl120s1795.pdf%27%5D#__bgbl__%2F%2F*%5B%40attr_id%3D%27bgbl120s1795.pdf%27%5D__1606912293175
https://beyond-coal.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/EBC_Fortum_Uniper_briefing_paper.pdf
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In June 2016, E.ON announced that Uniper had secured EUR 5 billion from the loans for 
the post-division period. The funds consisted of a loan and a revolving credit facility (RFC) 
with a three-year maturity period and the option of renewal for one year. A half of the RFC 
was to be used for financing the working capital, while the other half was to constitute a re-
serve instrument. That external financing was supposed to replace the funding provided to 
Uniper by E�ON�

In 2016, Christopher Delbrück (the then CFO) announced that Uniper would use the funds 
to repay the credit line awarded by E.ON. During the division process, Uniper was to be fi-
nanced largely from a syndicated loan�

The restructuring did not engage any State resources, so no governmental aid was in-
volved. A similar split of assets took place in other German energy companies: RWE and In-
nogy47�

UNITED KINGDOM: THE EUROPEAN LEADER IN COAL PHASE-OUT

The UK is one of the global leaders in decarbonization. In 2015, it was the first country in the world 
to announce a coal phase-out policy� The country plans to impose emission limits on coal power 
stations from 2025 (the date may now change to 2024)48 that will result in their closures�

For years, the UK has been setting ambitious goals regarding emissions abatement� Through 
the Climate Change Act of 2008, it undertook to reduce emissions by 80 percent compared to 
1990. Then, in 2019, the British parliament adopted a law that commits the government to re-
duce emissions by 100 percent compared to 1990, which is to enable reaching climate neutrali-
ty by 205049�

Although the United Kingdom is still not on its way to achieving even the 80-percent emissions 
reduction (which is caused especially by the constantly high emissions in sectors such as trans-
port and agriculture), thanks to the replacement of coal energy with gas and the record-breaking 
investments in RES, the country is an international leader in departing from coal. In 2000, the UK 
had 21 coal-fired power plants; at the beginning of 2013 there were 16, and now there remain only 
four50-51. The country has also not extracted hard coal since 201552�

The UK’s success in abandoning coal is attributed to the combination of regulatory reforms 
and market factors, which forced the closure of many coal-fired power plants and significantly re-
duced the role of coal in the energy mix� These include:

    
1. The Electricity Market Reform of 2012 and the related Energy Act 2013
The goal of the reform is to support investment in low-carbon generating capacity and to maintain 
energy stability during the decommissioning of coal-fired power plants. The Act is based on four 
mechanisms which are aimed at supporting transition projects� These include:53

��  the carbon price floor: a mechanism for taxing fossil fuel emissions used for energy 
generation� It consists of two elements: carbon price support and the price of emis-
sion allowance under the EU ETS54;

47  Based on: UniCredit (2016). E.ON: a closer look at the Uniper spin-off: https://www.research.unicredit.eu/DocsKey/credit_ 
docs_2016_154520.ashx?EXT=pdf&KEY=n03ZZLYZf5nemXA3J7CyxiYupcODapkKcuajVCK8N8M=&T=1.

48 Europe Beyond Coal (2020). Coal exit tracker: https://beyond-coal.eu/coal-exit-tracker/?type=maps&layer=4.
49 IEA (2020). United Kingdom: https://www.iea.org/countries/united-kingdom.
50 Europe Beyond Coal (2020). Coal exit tracker: https://beyond-coal.eu/coal-exit-tracker/?type=maps&layer=4.
51  E3G (2018). Insights from the UK coal phase out experience: Report to Chile decarbonisation roundtable: https://energia.gob.cl/sites/ 

default/files/11_2018_e3g_lecciones_aprendidas_de_la_eliminacion_gradual_del_carbon_en_el_reino_unido_ingles.pdf.
52 IEA (2019). United Kingdom 2019 Review: https://webstore.iea.org/download/direct/2784.
53 The Energy Act (2013): https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2013/32/notes.
54  As the United Kingdom has left the EU, the rules of that mechanism are being verified.

https://www.research.unicredit.eu/DocsKey/credit_docs_2016_154520.ashx?EXT=pdf&KEY=n03ZZLYZf5nemXA3J7CyxiYupcODapkKcuajVCK8N8M=&T=1
https://energia.gob.cl/sites/default/files/11_2018_e3g_lecciones_aprendidas_de_la_eliminacion_gradual_del_carbon_en_el_reino_unido_ingles.pdf
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��  the emission performance standard: a mechanism for limiting emissions from new 
power plants that generate electricity from fossil fuels;

��  capacity market: a mechanism introduced to ensure the security of energy supply 
as the system receives an increasing amount of energy from RES; and

�� �contracts�for�difference:�the�main�mechanism�supporting�investment�in�low-carbon�
generating capacity. It encourages investment in RES projects with high initial costs, 
ensuring direct protection against changes in wholesale electricity prices.

   
2. Carbon Price Support introduced in 2013
Carbon�Price�Support�is�one�of�the�most�important�components�of�implementing�the�govern-
ment’s�strategy�of�untying�the�power�sector�from�coal�by�2024.�It�was�introduced�in�April�2013�in�
England,�Wales�and�Scotland.�The�tax�is�adapted�as�a�component�of�the�carbon�price�floor�defined�
in�the�above-mentioned�Energy�Act.

Initially�its�rate�was�just�below�GBP�5�per�ton�of�CO2.�Then�the�value�was�increased�to�GBP�18,�
which�is�to�remain�constant�until�the�end�of�2021.�For�years,�the�costs�of�CO2 emissions in the UK 
were�thus�considerably�higher�than�those�existing�under�the�EU�ETS.�The�tax�helped�reduce�the�
share�of�coal�in�the�energy�mix�from�40�to�3�percent�within�only�six�years�after�it�was�introduced55, 
and�generated�an�additional�income�for�the�State�budget�amounting�to�around�one�billion�GBP�in�
201756.

3. Implementing the end of unabated coal of 2018
In�November�2015,�the�British�government�announced�a�plan�for�phasing�out�coal�and�closing�all�
unabated�coal-fired�power�plants�by�2025�(in�2020,�the�date�was�proposed�to�change�to�2024)57. 
To�this�end,�the�2018�policy�will�impose�restrictive�emission�standards�on�all�power�plants�-to�450�
g�of�CO2/kWh.

Owing to restrictive emission regulations combined with privatization supporting market 
mechanisms, the British government does not need to set a detailed schedule for closing in-
dividual coal-fired power units; instead it leaves the process to market conditions. Therefore, 
the process can be summarized as follows:

�� �Coal-fired�power�plants�remain�active�until�they�become�unprofitable�or�their�further�
operation requires large investment to meet regulatory requirements;

�� In�most�cases,�this�caused�a�faster�closure�of�coal-fired�power�plants;
�� �Only�in�a�few�cases,�power�plants�decided�to�invest�and�adapt�themselves�to�the�use�

of alternative fuels for power generation58;
�� �Consequently,�the�energy�transition�in�the�UK�did�not�require�a�spin-off�of�coal�as-
sets�as�it�is�planned�in�Poland,�but�it�was�based�on�effective�operation�of�regulations�
and market mechanisms.

Compared�to�other�European�countries,�the�policy�of�the�British�government�does�not�provide�sig-
nificant�financial�support�for�the�regions�or�communities�affected�by�the�coal�phase-out.

55 �UCL�(2020).�British�carbon�tax�leads�to�93%�drop�in�coal-fired�electricity:�https://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/2020/jan/british-carbon-tax-le-�
ads-93-drop-coal-fired-electricity#:~:text=27%20January%202020,to%20research%20led%20by%20UCL.

56 �House�of�Commons�(2018).�Carbon�Price�Floor�(CPF)�and�the�price�support�mechanism:�https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/�
documents/SN05927/SN05927.pdf.

57 IEA�(2019).�United�Kingdom�2019�Review:�https://webstore.iea.org/download/direct/2784.
58 �E3G�(2019).�Coal�Transition�Insights:�https://www.climate-transparency.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/15.UK-experience-regional-�

-innovation-E3G-Feb-2019.pdf.

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/2020/jan/british-carbon-tax-leads-93-drop-coal-fired-electricity#:~:text=27%20January%202020,to%20research%20led%20by%20UCL
https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN05927/SN05927.pdf.
https://www.climate-transparency.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/15.UK-experience-regional-innovation-E3G-Feb-2019.pdf
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SPAIN: AWAITING A PLAN OF CLOSING COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS

Spain is on its way to withdraw coal in a record-breaking time� In June 2020, seven CFPPs were 
shut down due to stricter pollutant emission limits59 arising from the Industrial Emissions Directive 
(IED)60� It led to an outcome whereby continued operation of those power plants became unprof-
itable, as it would require expensive retrofitting in the face of a regulatory environment being un-
favorable to coal�

In March 2020, Spain presented the European Commission with the final version of the National 
Energy and Climate Plan (NECP), under which the country commits itself to phase out coal-based 
energy by 2030. Spain intends to close further CFPPs until 2025, which will reduce their power 
from around 8 GW now to 2 GW mid-decade. Nevertheless, the media-announced plans of clos-
ing further coal-fired power plants due to unprofitability, which indicates that most of them may be 
closed already within the next two or three years. A specific plan for closing further power plants 
has not been published by the Spanish government yet�

The main conclusion for Poland from the Spanish case is that if the European Commission 
does not accept State aid for the national coal power sector, power plants will become impossi-
ble to maintain or will have to be closed, as they will no longer be able to meet the progressively 
more restrictive regulatory environment. In such a case, if RES growth rate is not sufficiently rapid 
(which is highly probable on a monopolized market dominated by the State), there is a real threat 
to the country’s energy security�

POTENTIAL MODELS OF TRANSFORMING THE POLISH ENERGY SECTOR

Table 4.1. summarizes the conclusions from analyzing the aforementioned energy transition mod-
els, including their advantages and disadvantages in terms of restructuring the Polish energy sec-
tor�

The solution we recommend is to abandon the consolidation of PGE, Enea and Tauron (which 
raises doubts as to the monopolization of many segments), to abandon the creation of NABE (in-
cluding the acquisition of debt by the State Treasury), and to spin off coal assets from the exist-
ing energy groups to new, separate companies listed on a stock exchange, like in the E�ON-Uniper 
model�

It is particularly important to keep the coal assets in the portfolio of the listed company (simi-
larly to Uniper), which allows:

��  controlling the pace at which investors withdraw coal assets;
��  greater operating transparency and access to company information; and
��  confidence that the company is driven by economic reasons and investors’ inter-

ests, so that in practice it will aim at a faster shutdown of coal-fired power plants.

If coal assets are transferred to an operator entirely controlled by the State, we can easily imagine 
that such a company (or agency) will not be driven by economic reasons but rather by political mo-
tives, thus delaying the shutdown of individual power plants� Such a situation also creates a risk 
and temptation to use various covert forms of State aid, for example non-market tariffs for the pur-
chase of coal (from State-owned mining companies) or its transport (from the public PKP Cargo)�

59  Europe Beyond Coal (2020). Europe to be swept by a wave of coal plant closures as EU pollution standards kick-in: https://beyond- 
-coal.eu/2020/06/24/europe-to-be-swept-by-a-wave-of-coal-plant-closures-as-eu-pollution-standards-kick-in/.

60 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/TXT/PDF/?un=CELEX:02010L0075-20110106&from=PL.

https://beyond-coal.eu/2020/06/24/europe-to-be-swept-by-a-wave-of-coal-plant-closures-as-eu-pollution-standards-kick-in/
https://beyond-coal.eu/2020/06/24/europe-to-be-swept-by-a-wave-of-coal-plant-closures-as-eu-pollution-standards-kick-in/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02010L0075-20110106&from=PL
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Table 4.1. Energy sector restructuring models

Model Description Arguments for Arguments against Recommendation

Breakdown 
of assets 
and sector 
consolidation

The model proposed in Poland�

Spinning off coal assets from 
companies and consolidating 
them in a separate State-owned 
entity (in this case, NABE)�

Other (non-coal) assets are 
consolidated in a single company: PGE�

Coal assets are used until the moment 
specified in the governmental schedule.

NABE is responsible for managing 
and shutting off coal assets.

Specific information in this regard 
is included in Chapter 2�

Predictability and a clearly 
specified transition schedule.

The possibility to control previous 
political arrangements, which later 
take a specific legal form (such as 
a special-purpose law, decision of 
the European Commission, etc�)�

It may be an effective way to 
close coal-fired power plants and 
enable other players to obtain 
funds for green investments�

There are no effective mechanisms 
to control a State-owned company 
/ agency, which may slow down 
the process of phasing out coal 
(this is particularly important in 
the context of raising the EU’s 
emissions reduction targets)�

An ineffective company management 
process entails high operating costs, 
which are covered by public funds�

A better alternative would be to set up 
a listed company that remains controlled 
by investors (such as in the E�ON-
Uniper case) – see the “Breakdown of 
assets without consolidation” model.



Breakdown 
of assets 
without 
consolidation

Companies separate the coal 
assets on a spin-off basis.

All assets remain listed on 
a stock exchange�

The spin-off company (unrelated to the 
existing capital group) takes over the 
coal assets, while the original company 
focuses on low-carbon energy 
(such as in the E�ON-Uniper case)�

It is not required to consolidate 
the coal assets in NABE or to 
consolidate PGE, Enea and Tauron�

This allows for better control 
of the capital market�

Companies’ economic motivation 
encourages forward-looking investments 
and may lead to  quicker development and 
adaptation of the RES technology, and to 
a controlled shutting down of unprofitable 
coal-fired power plants (as in the UK).

This increases the access of capital 
for those energy companies which 
may be eliminated from the financing 
processes prior to the spin-off of coal 
assets (e�g� due to bank policies)�

No monopoly or duopoly is 
created on the market�

This reduces political risk and saves the 
time required for bureaucratic processes.

The government does not control 
the pace of the coal phase-out 
(which can also be a benefit).

The process is based on market 
mechanisms that do not need to 
coincide with the climate policy 
(risk of a sudden drop in EU ETS 
allowance prices or energy prices)�



No 
breakdown 
of assets

The companies remain in the 
same form as now (a “business 
as usual” model).

The energy transition is supported by 
public funds for the development and 
adaptation of RES technologies and/
or State aid for power generation from 
conventional sources is withdrawn�

This model was adopted in 
countries such as the Netherlands, 
where it was very successful�

No need to create NABE, leaving 
the present market structure 
(lower risk of monopolization)�

The State helps to combat economic 
barriers to large investments, and 
provides a large cash injection for 
investments in RES (higher than 
those under the EU ETS itself)�

It reduces the investment risk implied 
by RES projects while encouraging 
a quicker phase-out of coal61�

It may generate additional jobs�

Power companies are driven 
by market mechanisms and 
voluntarily submit to transition�

It may be expensive for the 
government and imply an uncontrolled 
growth in energy prices�

No governmental control over the pace 
of coal phase-out, but on the other hand 
the transition process should be faster�

Companies that hold coal assets 
may have difficulties in obtaining 
financing due to the policies used by 
many banks (including development 
banks). This is the main argument 
for separating the coal assets and 
transferring them to a new company.



Full 
privatization 
and 
regulatory 
restrictions

The model is governed by market 
mechanisms but at the same time 
assumes strong regulation, which 
forces companies to innovate and 
close coal-fired power plants.

All companies independently 
decide how they invest in innovation 
to grow their business�

This model is similar to that 
existing in the UK�

There is no need to create NABE or 
conduct a top-down consolidation 
of PGE, Enea and Tauron�

Under Polish conditions, this model 
would require full privatization of 
the energy sector, which is very 
difficult and may bring side effects 
(see the “Against” column).

It is based on market mechanisms 
(such as capital control of investors 
and the willingness to generate profit), 
but at the same time it gives the 
government a significant influence on 
the shaping of the energy economy�

It has made the United Kingdom one of 
the world’s leaders in decarbonization�

Under Polish conditions, full privatization 
of the sector could lead to a quick 
closure of unprofitable coal-fired power 
plants by companies motivated by the 
wish to maximize profits by improving 
efficiency (which may not be the 
case in State-owned companies)�

With appropriate market organization, 
it may lead to the fastest coal 
phase-out compared to other 
models presented in the table�

The Polish energy economy is controlled 
by the State (public sector) and driven 
by mechanisms different from those 
existing in the privatized energy sector 
in the UK� Thus, the British success 
may be difficult to copy in Poland.

Full privatization poses a number of 
risks arising from the strategic role 
of the energy sector� These include 
e�g� the lack of social protection for 
people who lose their jobs as a result 
of the energy transition, or the lack of 
motivation to expensive tying of new 
consumers into the distribution network�

The process of privatization and 
establishing regulation is time-
consuming and may hinder the 
departure from coal in the time planned�



61  Experience from European countries shows that the aid for RES reduces their cost and favorably affects their competitiveness com-
pared to coal, which is very important in view of the new EU target to reduce CO2 by at least 55% until 2030.
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It should be added that, apart from implementing the chosen transition model, the government 
has a range of tools which are used by the mentioned European countries and which could sup-
port an efficient energy reform in Poland. These include, inter alia, the carbon tax combined with 
a better use of the possibilities offered by the EU ETS, greater support for RES development, strict-
er emission standards, support for fair transition, compensation for allegedly lost profits or plant 
operators, or capacity-related mechanisms. Details of these regulatory tools are shown in Appen-
dix 1 below (Tab. Z.1).
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5.  ANALYSIS OF COAL-FIRED POWER PLANT 
DECOMMISSIONING SCENARIOS

Under the restructuring plan, individual units are transferred – starting with the least profita-
ble power plants – to NABE and then to EDM for the last two years of operation. Based on 
the decommissioning dates of individual coal-fired units shown in the restructuring plan 

(Tab. Z.2), the changes of the installed capacity planned were estimated (Fig. 5.1). The figure also 
shows the capacity of power plants supported in a given year by the EDM mechanism.

Fig. 5.1.  Cumulative capacity of coal-fired power plants according to the restructuring plan and compared 
to PEP2040, and the scenario compliant with the Paris Agreement (PA)
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Source:  Own study based on: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego [Con-
cept of the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (not published), Energy Policy of Poland un-
til 2040 (not published), Czyżak, P., Hetmański, M. 2030. Analiza dot. granicznego roku odejścia od 
węgla w energetyce w Europie i Polsce. Trans: 2030. Analysis of the border coal phase-out year in 
the energy sector in Europe and Poland, 202062, and Carbon Tracker Initiative data63.

According to the plan, coal generation capacity (belonging to the present PGE, Enea and Tauron) 
should be completely decommissioned in 2037. In 2030, 13.9 GW of coal capacity will remain in 
the system, which is worth comparing with the draft Polish Energy Policy until 2040 (PEP2040), in 
which that figure amounts to 19.9-21.2 GW, depending on the scenario of CO2 emission allowance 
prices. Importantly, in both versions of the draft PEP2040, coal-fired power plants still remain in the 
power system in 2040 (6.8 and 2.4 GW, respectively).

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the decommissioning scenario of coal-fired power plants does not 
take into account the revised EU climate objectives or the declarations made as part of the Paris 
Agreement. The decommissioning path of power plants in accordance with the Paris Agreement 
(PA) is represented in the diagram by a green line. The decommissioning dates of individual units 

62 Instrat Policy Paper 01/2020: http://instrat.pl/2030-pl/.
63  Carbon Tracker (2018). Powering down coal: Navigating the economic and financial risks in the last years of coal power: https://car-

bontracker.org/reports/coal-portal/.

https://carbontracker.org/reports/coal-portal/
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are taken from the report of a British think-tank, the Carbon Tracker Initiative64, and are based on 
the decarbonization scenario of the International Energy Agency (IEA), ETP B2DS65� It is easy to 
note that the decommissioning rate of power plants as a result of the Paris Agreement is much 
faster than in the proposed plan, and the last coal units should already be shut down by 2030�

The exact dates for ending the operations of individual power units presented in the restruc-
turing plan and the dates on which they should stop generating power in accordance with the Par-
is Agreement are included in Table Z.2 attached to this report. By comparing the scenarios with 
Fig. 5.1. and the decommissioning dates in Tab. Z.2. it is easy to see that numerous power units 
which should be shut down under the carbon budget available to Poland are to operate even 
a dozen years too long while being subsidized by the State (including under the EDM mech-
anism). This means that potential capacity shortages in Poland are prevented at the price of 
an enormous excess of the carbon budget.

Doubts about the proposed restructuring plan are also due to economic factors� In order to 
examine the legitimacy of State aid for the owners of coal-fired power plants under the EDM 
mechanism, as well as the feasibility of the EDM budget and NABE's results, the current and fu-
ture profitability of coal-fired power generation in generating units belonging to the companies in 
question was analyzed.

Calculations used a power plant database created by the Instrat Foundation on the basis of, i�a�, 
information from Europe Beyond Coal, Agencja Rynku Energii, Polskie Sieci Elektroenergetyczne 
(TSO), ENTSO-E, Carbon Tracker Initiative, as well as a comprehensive literature review� The prof-
itability of an entity results from the difference between the power generation revenue and costs. 
In the first step, the short-run marginal cost of electricity generation in individual coal-fired pow-
er units (SRMC) were estimated. The average CO2 price in 2020 was assumed at EUR 23.73/t, 
in accordance with the KOBiZE (National Centre for Emissions Management) forecast of August 
202066� The cost of hard coal transport was calculated on the basis of the distance from the near-
est mine (PGG or LWB) and PKP Cargo tariffs for 202067, assuming a 50% discount68� The prices 
of hard coal are derived from the PSCMI price index69, costs of lignite extraction from an AGH Uni-
versity of Science and Technology publication70, the latter being calibrated to current values based 
on prices of forward contracts on the Polish Power Exchange (TGE) and SRMC estimation from the 
Carbon Tracker Initiative71. Other variable costs (O&M) for lignite and hard coal power plants are 
based on data from the draft PEP204072 indexed for inflation to 2020 prices.

64 Ibidem
65 IEA (2017). Energy Technology Perspectives 2017: https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-technology-perspectives-2017.
66  KOBiZE (2020). CO2 market report: https://www.kobize.pl/uploads/materialy/materialy_do_pobrania/raport_co2/2020/KOBiZE_Anali- 

za%20rynku%20CO2_sierpien_20220.pdf.
67 PKP CARGO (2019). Cargo tariff of PKP CARGO S.A.: https://www.pkpcargo.com/media/1000177/tt_01012020_zmiany_internet. pdf.
68  Stala-Szlugaj (2012). Analiza kosztów transportu w cenie węgla dla energetyki [Analysis of transport costs in the price of coal for the 

power sector]: https://se.min-pan.krakow.pl/publikacje/12_02ks_pg_z. pdf.
69 Energy Instrat (2020). Coal prices: http://energyinstrat.pl/coal_prices as cited at: https://polskirynekwegla.pl/.
70  Czopek, Trzaskuś- Żak (2009). Koszty i ceny węgla brunatnego w warunkach rynkowych [Costs and prices of lignite under market 

conditions]: https://se.min-pan.krakow.pl/pelne_teksty23/ k23z_pe/k23_czopek_trzaskus_z.pdf.
71  Carbon Tracker (2018). Powering down coal: Navigating the economic and financial risks in the last years of coal power: https://car- 

bontracker.org/reports/coal-portal/
72  Ministry of State Assets (2019). Updated draft Energy Policy of Poland until 2040 : https://www.gov.pl/web/ aktywa-panstwowe/zaktu-

alizowany-projekt-polityki-energetycznej-polski-do-2040-r�

https://www.kobize.pl/uploads/materialy/materialy_do_pobrania/raport_co2/2020/KOBiZE_Analiza%20rynku%20CO2_sierpien_2020.pdf
https://www.pkpcargo.com/media/1000177/tt_01012020_zmiany_internet.pdf
https://se.min-pan.krakow.pl/publikacje/12_02ks_pg_z.pdf
http://energy.instrat.pl/coal_prices
https://se.min-pan.krakow.pl/pelne_teksty23/k23z_pe/k23_czopek_trzaskus_z.pdf
https://carbontracker.org/reports/coal-portal/
https://carbontracker.org/reports/coal-portal/
https://www.gov.pl/web/aktywa-panstwowe/zaktualizowany-projekt-polityki-energetycznej-polski-do-2040-r
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Fig. 5.2. Variable costs of electricity generation in Polish coal-fired power plants (SRMC), PLN/MWh
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Source: Own study based on Instrat data.

The results – coal units ranked by SRMC – are presented in Fig. 5.2. Lignite units – i.e. the Beł-
chatów, Turów and Pątnów power plants – are shown in pink, due to low mining costs and lack of 
transport costs they currently achieve lower SRMCs (as low as PLN 140-160/MWh). The newest 
hard coal-fired power units – i.e. the Kozienice, Opole and Jaworzno power plants – also incur low-
er costs. The least profitable power plants include: Stalowa Wola, Skawina, Łagisza, Siersza, with 
variable costs reaching PLN 290/MWh. Fixed costs up to PLN 200 thousand/MW per year73 should 
also be taken into account when calculating the total costs�

Power plant revenues depend on the amount of energy sold and its price – in this case the en-
ergy price on the day-ahead market (Fig. 5.3) or the forward market (Tab. 5.1). Most of the volume 
is sold on the latter, where the average price (volume weighted) for 2020 quarterly contracts was 
PLN 243.6/MWh. On the day-ahead market the average peak price amounted to PLN 207.3/MWh 
in 2020�

Electricity generation is not profitable in units with SRMC above PLN 243.6/MWh. The most ex-
pensive power units are therefore started only when there is no way of balancing the system and 
operate as part of the Operating Capacity Reserve (replaced in 2021 by the capacity market) -they 
remain available and receive revenue of no more than PLN 44.24/MWh74 in 2020 for this service� If 
a given power plant is not able to generate a margin higher than the profit from the Operating Ca-
pacity Reserve (i.e. when the energy price minus SRMC does not exceed the Operating Capacity 
Reserve price), it will not be able to generate profits.

73  Ministry of State Assets (2019). Updated draft Energy Policy of Poland until 2040: https://www.gov.pl/web/ aktywa-panstwowe/zaktu-
alizowany-projekt-polityki-energetycznej-polski-do-2040-r�

74  PSE (n.a.) Parametry modelu rozliczeń operacyjnej rezerwy mocy dla 2020 roku [Parameters of the settlement model of the operation-
al capacity reserve for 2020]: https://www.pse.pl/documents/20182/51490/Para- metry+modelu+rozlicze%C5%84+operacyjne-
j+rezerwy+mocy+dla+2020+roku.pdf/adb204fd-362a-4649-a2b5-b41b3075448c.

https://www.gov.pl/web/aktywa-panstwowe/zaktualizowany-projekt-polityki-energetycznej-polski-do-2040-r
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Table 5.1. Average energy prices in 2020, PLN/MWh

Day ahead market Forward market

BASE OFF PEAK PEAK PEAK Q-20
193.23 167.55 207.31 243.59

Source: Own study based on TGE data.

Fig. 5.3. Wholesale energy prices on the Polish Power Exchange (TGE), PLN/MWh
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Source: Own study based on TGE data from energy.instrat.pl.

Increasing costs of CO2 emissions and of coal mining and transport will push up the SRMC of Pol-
ish generating units, translating into an increase in electricity prices for final customers. This is one 
of the reasons for the proposal to restructure the Polish power sector�

In order to check if the assumptions presented in the restructuring plan are realistic, they were 
compared to forecasts from Polish and international sources�

For CO2 prices, the projections follow a trend consistent with other sources� According to the 
scenario in the restructuring plan, the CO2 price rises to EUR 47.66/t in 2025, 53.94 in 2030 and 
EUR 59/t in 2040. However, these forecasts are lower than in the scenario developed by the Cen-
tre for Climate and Energy Analyses (Polish: CAKE) operating within KOBiZE, which takes into ac-
count the increase of the EU CO2 emission reduction target to at least 55% in 2030 compared 
to 1990, and the updated price forecast included in the latest, not yet published, draft PEP2040. 
Due to the change of EU climate targets, the CO2 price assumptions from the restructuring plan 
may be understated, but at the time of being drafted, they did not deviate significantly from cur-
rent projections�

Regarding coal prices, the forecast presented in the restructuring plan is lower than the other 
scenarios analyzed� For the purpose of establishing NABE, it is assumed that coal prices will re-
main relatively stable (approx. PLN 10.6/GJ) for the next 20 years, or will even fall slightly. This is 
contrary to the forecasts presented in PEP2040, CAKE or ENTSO-E reports� Each of these sourc-
es assumes an increase in coal prices over the next two decades, which will reach a level even 
twice as high as the one assumed in the restructuring plan�
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Fig. 5.4. Comparison of CO2 price forecasts (2020 EUR/t)
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Source:  own study based on: IEA (2020). World Energy Outlook 202075; draft PEP2040 (2020) (unpub-
lished); CAKE (2020);76 Forum Energii (2020);77 and Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora 
elektroenergetycznego [Concept of the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (unpublished).

Fig. 5.5. Comparison of coal price forecasts (2020 PLN/GJ)
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Source:  own study based on: draft PEP2040 (2020) (unpublished); CAKE (2019)78; ENTSO-E TYNDP 
(2020).79 and Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego [Concept of 
the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (unpublished).

While the assumptions for CO2 prices are in line with current forecasts, the carbon price paths are 
understated�

75  IEA (2020). World Energy Outlook 2020: https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2020.
76  Centre for Climate and Energy Analyses (2020). Zmiana celów redukcyjnych oraz cen uprawnień do emisji wynikająca z komunikatu 

„Europejski Zielony Ład” [The European Green Deal Impact on the GHG’s Emission Reduction Target for 2030 and on the EUA Prices]:  
http://climatecake.pl/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/CAKE_Zmiana-cel%C3%B3w-redukcyjnych-i-cen- -uprawnie%C5%84-do-emis-
ji-wynikaj%C4%85ca-z-komunikatu-Europejski-Zielony-%C5%81ad-1.pdf.

77  Forum Energii (2020). Modernizacja europejskiego trójkąta węgla brunatnego [Modernising the European lignite triangle]: https://www.
forum-energii.eu/public/upload/articles/fi- les/Modernizacja%20europejskiego%20tro%CC%81jka%CC%A8ta%20we%CC%A8g-
la%20brunatnego.pdf.

78  Centre for Climate and Energy Analyses (2019). Scenarios of low-emission energy sector for Poland and the EU until 2050: http://cli- 
matecake.pl/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CAKE_energy-model_EU_low_emission_scenarios_paper__final.pdf.

79  TYNDP (2020). Scenario Report: https://www.entsos-tyndp2020-scenarios.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/TYNDP_2020_Joint_ 
ScenarioReport_final.pdf.

http://climatecake.pl/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/CAKE_Zmiana-cel%C3%B3w-redukcyjnych-i-cen-uprawnie%C5%84-do-emisji-wynikaj%C4%85ca-z-komunikatu-Europejski-Zielony-%C5%81ad-1.pdf
https://www.forum-energii.eu/public/upload/articles/files/Modernizacja%20europejskiego%20tro%CC%81jka%CC%A8ta%20we%CC%A8gla%20brunatnego.pdf
https://www.forum-energii.eu/public/upload/articles/files/Modernizacja%20europejskiego%20tro%CC%81jka%CC%A8ta%20we%CC%A8gla%20brunatnego.pdf
http://climatecake.pl/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CAKE_energy-model_EU_low_emission_scenarios_paper__final.pdf
http://climatecake.pl/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CAKE_energy-model_EU_low_emission_scenarios_paper__final.pdf
https://www.entsos-tyndp2020-scenarios.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/TYNDP_2020_Joint_ScenarioReport_final.pdf
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The assumptions for electricity prices presented in the restructuring plan were also compared 
to other projections� The analysis of these forecasts showed that in the scenario justifying the es-
tablishment of NABE, the peak price will increase to approx. PLN 382/MWh in 2034, and then will 
decrease to approx. PLN 316/MWh in 2040. However, this decreasing trend of the electricity price 
is not forecasted in any of the other scenarios analyzed� The BASE electricity price level is also one 
of lower levels compared to other forecasts�

Fig. 5.6. Comparison of electricity price forecasts (2020 PLN/MWh)
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Source:  own study based on: IEO (2019)80; draft PEP2040 (2018)81; Forum Energii (2020)82; and Koncepcja 
transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego [Concept of the Polish electricity sub-
sector transformation] (unpublished).

Despite the reservations described above, further projections were based on the assumptions of 
the restructuring plan, keeping in mind that they favor the coal sector and should be considered 
as the least ambitious scenario in terms of the rate of coal asset decommissioning.

Based on the presented forecasts of coal prices, CO2 prices, and a linear forecast of transport 
cost increases (on the basis of aforementioned PKP Cargo tariffs with a discount of 50%), and also 
assuming no increase (in real terms) of other variable and fixed costs, the cost of energy gener-
ation in each of the analyzed generating units were calculated, broken down by individual power 
units� The planned decommissioning dates of individual units as well as the dates of their transfer 
to EDM and the delay in the transfer of the Bełchatów and Opole power plants to NABE have been 
taken into account� Initially, an optimistic assumption was made that the load (utilization factor of 
installed capacity) of power plants will be maintained at the level of 2019 until their shutdown. How-
ever, in this option, the total costs of all analyzed power plants amounted to significantly more than 
PLN 219 billion presented in the restructuring plan.

80  Institute for Renewable Energy (2019). Trendy i prognozy cen hurtowych energii elektrycznej [Trends and forecasts of wholesale elec-
tricity prices]: https://handel-emisjami-co2.cire.pl/pli- ki/2/2019/trendy_i_prognozy_cen_hurtowych_energii_elektryczne.pdf.

81  Ministry of State Assets (2019). Updated draft Polish Energy Policy until 2040: https://www.gov.pl/web/ aktywa-panstwowe/zaktual-
izowany-projekt-polityki-energetycznej-polski-do-2040-r�

82  Forum Energii (2020). Modernizacja europejskiego trójkąta węgla brunatnego [Modernising the European lignite triangle]: https://www.
forum-energii.eu/public/upload/articles/fi- les/Modernizacja%20europejskiego%20tro%CC%81jka%CC%A8ta%20we%CC%A8g-
la%20brunatnego.pdf

https://handel-emisjami-co2.cire.pl/pliki/2/2019/trendy_i_prognozy_cen_hurtowych_energii_elektryczne.pdf
https://www.gov.pl/web/aktywa-panstwowe/zaktualizowany-projekt-polityki-energetycznej-polski-do-2040-r
https://www.forum-energii.eu/public/upload/articles/files/Modernizacja%20europejskiego%20tro%CC%81jka%CC%A8ta%20we%CC%A8gla%20brunatnego.pdf
https://www.forum-energii.eu/public/upload/articles/files/Modernizacja%20europejskiego%20tro%CC%81jka%CC%A8ta%20we%CC%A8gla%20brunatnego.pdf
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Consequently, it was assumed that the generation in each power unit will decrease linearly from 
2020 until the decommissioning year (apart from Opole and Bełchatów power plants, which are 
transferred to NABE with a delay and operate at constant loads)� In such a scenario, the total costs 
for all power plants amounted to PLN 225.5 billion. This value is close to that from the restructur-
ing plan. Therefore, this generation profile was used to calculate revenues.

Based on the energy price forecast presented in the restructuring plan, the revenue scenario 
for all investigated power units was calculated� In order to calculate the maximum possible NABE 
revenues, an optimistic assumption was made that all energy from coal-fired power plants will be 
sold at PEAK prices (in fact, the average price will range between BASE and PEAK)� In such a sce-
nario, total revenues from electricity sales from all power units amounted to PLN 199,4 billion. It 
is easy to calculate that the deduction of costs from revenues results in a loss of PLN 26.1 billion. 
This value differs from the estimates presented in the restructuring plan, where revenues amount-
ing to PLN 226 billion would result in profits from the sale of electricity amounting to PLN 7 billion.

Assuming that the remaining revenues (including that from the capacity market and provision of 
other system services) and costs are in line with those presented in the restructuring plan, by 2040 
NABE will generate PLN 31.1 billion of losses instead of the planned PLN 3.6 billion of positive 
cash flows. Even assuming PLN 18.3 billion of support in the form of the EDM program, until 
2040 NABE would still generate PLN 12.8 billion of losses. It should be emphasized that NABE’s 
results are negative despite extremely optimistic assumptions concerning future coal prices, flat 
fixed at variable O&M costs, no investment expenses and calculating revenues using PEAK prices.

Table 5.2. NABE financial results

(PLN bn) Restructuring plan Instrat
Revenues 254 227

Electricity sales 226 199
Capacity market 26 26
System services 2 2

Costs -252 -259
Electricity generation -219 -226
Debt -11 -11
Other costs -22 -22

In total 3.6 -31

Source:  Own study based on: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego  
[Concept of the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (not published) and own calculations.

It should be noted that such high losses are generated despite taking into account PLN 26 billion 
of public financing through the capacity market. In total, the analyzed entities (PGE, Enea, Tauron 
and NABE) will obtain PLN 42.5 billion from the capacity market in 2021-2040 (Tab. 5.3), of which 
at least 78% will be granted for the coal-fired power sector83. Consequently, the amounts allocat-
ed for financing the coal-fired power sector through the capacity market are extremely high, es-
pecially considering that another mechanism of State aid for these power plants is planned, in the 
form of the above-mentioned EDM�

The analysis also verified the size of the EDM budget itself, which, according to the restructuring 
plan, is expected to support coal-fired power plants in the years 2024-2040 with the amount of PLN 
18.3 billion. Taking into account the profits/losses of the analyzed power units which, according to 

83 Instrat’s own calculations based on results of capacity market auctions published by PSE and the Energy Regulatory Office.
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the restructuring plan to use the EDM program during the last two years of operation, it was calculat-
ed that covering these losses would cost the State Treasury PLN 5.9 billion. It is therefore planned 
to allocate more than three times the amount to the EDM mechanism than it would result from 
its purpose, and this can hardly be justified. The State Treasury would transfer the “excess” PLN 
12.4 billion to a State-owned company. This amount would not be used to ensure the profitability of 
selected power plants over the last two years of operation, but would constitute additional covert 
revenue from loss-making coal-fired power plants (as part of NABE and then of EDM).

Table 5.3. Revenues from the capacity market broken down by companies

(PLN bn) PGE Tauron Enea Others Total
2021 2.8 0.74 0.88 0.97 5.39
2022 2.61 0.73 0�9 0�92 5.16
2023 2.56 0.74 0�92 1.11 5.33
2024 2.52 0.83 0.96 1.37 5.68
2021-2040 28.35 6.81 7.34 9.71 52.21

Source:  Own study based on: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego  
[Concept of the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (not published).
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The mechanics of calculations leading to the above conclusions is presented in Fig. 5.7, which in-
cludes the balance of revenues and costs for two illustrative power units: Jaworzno 3 B2 and Beł-
chatów B14.

The former is a typical 200 MW hard coal-fired power unit, which makes significant losses 
throughout the forecast period, even despite underestimated costs of hard coal and a linearly 
decreasing load, which offsets some of the losses resulting from the high SRMC. The latter is 
a modern lignite-fired power unit. Thanks to the low fuel costs, it is able to generate profits for the 
majority of the forecast period, with its profitability depending on the generation volume. Even 
a slight decrease in its load compared to 2019 (which seems to be very realistic) makes this unit 
permanently unprofitable as of 2030.

The figure also includes the revenue from the capacity market. For Bełchatów B14, it ranges 
from PLN 144 million to as much as PLN 190 million annually in 2021-2028.

Fig. 5.7. Balance of revenue and cost for illustrative power units (PLN 2020)
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Using a similar methodology as for the above units, a scenario of decommissioning coal-fired power 
plants based on their profitability was prepared. The calculations exclude revenue from the capaci-
ty market, which results from State aid already granted, and not from the economic efficiency of the 
companies analyzed. In such a scenario, only 6.8 GW of coal-fired power plants in Poland do not gen-
erate losses in 2021, and the decommissioning of unprofitable units translates into a decarboniza-
tion rate that is even faster than the one in the above scenario compliant with the Paris Agreement�

While it is technically difficult to implement this pace of power plant decommissioning from 
2021, such a scenario shows how great the discrepancy is between the economic conditions and 
the assumptions of the restructuring plan� In other words, all coal capacity from the restructuring 
plan above the red line in Fig. 5.8 requires some form of State aid to operate. The exact years in 
which each power unit starts losing its profitability are shown in table Z.2. attached to this report. 
For power units which, after temporary losses, return to profitability, the last year in which the pow-
er plant generated profits was conservatively assumed.

Fig. 5.8. Comparison of the decommissioning scenarios of coal-fired power plants
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Source:  Own study based on: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego [Con-
cept of the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (not published); Instrat84 and Carbon Track-
er Initiative85 data.

In conclusion, an analysis of the costs and revenues for each coal-fired power unit included in the 
restructuring plan showed that, even under extremely optimistic assumptions, NABE will gener-
ate losses of many billions during its lifetime. At the same time, it was found that the EDM budget 
allocated for financing of power plants over the last two years of their operation is three times 
overestimated, which means that the State Treasury would provide additional (covert) financing for 
state-owned coal-fired power plants outside the framework and objectives of the EDM program. 
The planned pace of decommissioning coal-fired power plants is much slower than it should re-
sult from the Paris Agreement and from economic conditions� This is because most of the analyzed 
generating units will be unprofitable starting 2021, which is in line with the statement of the Presi-
dent of PGE about the possible bankruptcy of the Group within 1.5 years if it is not restructured86�

84  Czyżak, P., Hetmański, M. 2030. Analiza dot. granicznego roku odejścia od węgla w energetyce w Europie i Polsce. Trans: 2030. Analy-
sis of the border coal phase-out year in the energy sector in Europe and Poland. Instrat Policy Paper 01/2020, 2020. http://instrat.
pl/2030-pl/.

85  Carbon Tracker (2018). Powering down coal: Navigating the economic and financial risks in the last years of coal power: https://car- 
bontracker.org/reports/coal-portal/

86  PGE (2020): https://www.gkpge.pl/Biuro-Prasowe/komunikaty-prasowe/inne/pge-zaprasza-na-konferencje-online-pge2050-19-paz- 
dziernika-godz-11-00.

http://instrat.pl/2030-pl/
https://carbontracker.org/reports/coal-portal/
https://www.gkpge.pl/Biuro-Prasowe/komunikaty-prasowe/inne/pge-zaprasza-na-konferencje-online-pge2050-19-pazdziernika-godz-11-00
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6.  ASSESSMENT OF THE POTENTIAL FINANCIAL 
BENEFITS FOR THE RESTRUCTURING 
PARTICIPANTS

The planned transactions between the discussed entities: PGE, Enea, Tauron, NABE as well 
as PGNiG raise a number of doubts� In particular, it is assumed that the transactions will be 
cashless and without additional encumbrance on the State Treasury� Thus, this assumption 

means a zero balance of the transaction – neither party should have any undue profit or financial 
loss. The level of complexity of the restructuring process hinders a thorough analysis of the finan-
cial flows between companies. However, an attempt was made to assess the value of the trans-
ferred assets and thus the economic benefits/losses that can potentially be obtained/suffered by 
individual entities (including the State Treasury)�

It should be kept in mind that the valuation of thousands of assets held by the analyzed compa-
nies is subject to significant uncertainty. Such valuation may also be intentionally modified by the 
parties in order to zero the transaction balance� The purpose of this chapter is therefore to assess 
the extent of discrepancies, and not the specific values of individual assets.

The restructuring project provides for two options of conducting financial operations, both 
leading to the same final result and in both options, the pace of shutting down the power plants is 
the same. In the first option, PGE performs a stock split (separation of PGE GiEK) in 2021. Then, in 
2022, the State Treasury transfers the PGE GiEK shares held to NABE and PGE takes over Enea 
and Tauron� Further actions are not described and some information is missing, in particular as re-
gards to what will happen with the coal assets of Enea and Tauron� The plan also does not refer to 
the fact that the State Treasury does not own 100% of the PGE group’s assets.

The second option is described much more precisely, therefore it can be assumed that its im-
plementation is more probable, which is the reason why further analysis is focused on that option� 
In that scenario, the State Treasury transfers the shares of Enea and Tauron to NABE. Subsequent-
ly, NABE sells 32.99% of Enea's shares and 30.06% of Tauron's shares to PGE, in exchange buy-
ing GiEK's assets from PGE and repaying the current debt of the selected organized parts of the 
enterprise (ZCP) to PGE SA. After the acquisition of Enea and Tauron, PGE would sell Tauron Wy-
dobycie (the buyer has not been specified). ENEA and Tauron Wytwarzanie are sold to NABE, and 
PGE Obrót and Tauron Ciepło are transferred to PGNiG. PGE also announces the call for 33% of 
Enea's shares and 66% of Tauron's shares. It is also planned to separate the Dolna Odra gas-fired 
power plant under construction as a separate company and transfer maintenance and fuel com-
panies (ZOWER) and possibly PGE EJ1 to GiEK. It is also assumed that 13 billion of PGE GiEK's 
liabilities towards PGE SA will be restructured, whereas PGE GiEK's debt is to remain within 
NABE, and the repayment of the debt is to be synchronized with the time schedule of NABE cash 
flows in the first 5 years. As in the case of EON-Uniper, a credit line is established between PGE 
and NABE. However, unlike in the German case, where the transaction involved two listed compa-
nies, the debt of the listed company (PGE) would in fact be taken over by the State (NABE) in 
the scenario proposed in Poland. In 2024 PGE would sell NABE 66% of the shares in LW Bogdan-
ka and Opole power plant as a whole, and in 2026 – the Bełchatów power plant and mine complex.

In order to determine whether any of the companies concerned will obtain an economic ben-
efit as a result of the restructuring, the assets of the companies and their respective segments 
were evaluated. Based on the prepared list of the largest assets (see Table Z.3 attached to this re-
port) and the financial statements of the companies, which include the book values of individual 
assets and segments (e�g� due to the loss of their value), the unit book value of each of the com-
bined assets was estimated in PLN million/MW (Fig. 6.1). It is worth noting that RES assets have 
a much higher book value per capacity unit than coal assets, and this difference will increase fur-
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ther. The Turów complex lost more than 60% of the value in 2019 and Bełchatów – 24% of the val-
ue87. On the other hand, the write-offs were reversed for Tauron wind farms in 2019 – their value 
was considered to be increasing88. Hydro power plants also include pumped storage power plants.

Fig. 6.1. Value of assets of the companies to be merged (PLN million / MW (e/t))
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Source:  Own study based on: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego  
[Concept of the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (not published) and the consolidated 
financial statements of the PGE Capital Group, Enea and Tauron for 2019.

The individual segments of the analyzed companies were valued (Fig. 6.2) based on the unit valu-
ation from Fig. 6.1, the assets table (Table Z.2) as well as the book values included in the financial 
statements mentioned above�

In the case of a sales segment which has a low book value but generates fixed revenues, the 
valuation was made using the DCF method (discounted cash flow) for the period from 2020 to 
2030, assuming that revenues in the period from 2020 to 2030 are equal to the average from the 
years 2014 to 2019, at fixed prices for 2020 (which is an optimistic assumption taking into ac-
count significantly lower revenues for the years 2018 and 2019) and a WACC of 8.5%. The book 
value of the distribution segment was provided in the financial statements of PGE and Tauron, and 
since the value per MWh of the volume was almost identical, Enea Dystrybucja was also valued 
on its basis� Other parameters of the analyzed distribution companies are presented also in Table 
6.1. In terms of infrastructure, PGE Dystrybucja is the largest of them, whereas Tauron Dystrybuc-
ja achieves a larger volume and number of customers, hence its value is higher�

The results of the valuation are presented in Fig. 6.2. The generation and distribution segments 
are definitely valued the highest and mainly they will decide on the balance of the transactions 
made� Of course, there are many additional companies in the analyzed power groups (e�g� PGE 
EJ1 or PGE Baltica), but their value is difficult to estimate and the impact on the balance of trans-
actions will be small�

87  PGE (2019). PGE Polska Grupa Energetyczna S.A. Consolidated financial statements for 2019:  https://www.gkpge.pl/rela- cje-inwest-
orskie/content/download/51572/plik/skonsolidowane_sprawozdanie_finansowe_gk_pge_2019.pdf.

88  Tauron (2019). Interim reports: https://www.tauron.pl/tauron/relacje-inwestorskie/raporty-okresowe.

https://www.gkpge.pl/relacje-inwestorskie/content/download/51572/plik/skonsolidowane_sprawozdanie_finansowe_gk_pge_2019.pdf.
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Fig. 6.2. Valuation of individual segments of the companies to be merged (PLN million)

Source:  Own study based on: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycznego [Con-
cept of the Polish electricity subsector transformation] (not published) and the consolidated finan-
cial statements of the PGE Capital Group, Enea and Tauron for 2019.

Table 6.1. Comparison of the assets of distribution companies
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Source:  Own study based on the PTPIREE annual report and consolidated financial statements of the PGE 
Capital Group, Enea and Tauron for 2019.

The valuations of the components of individual companies from Fig. 6.2 as well as the described 
restructuring scenario lead to the conclusions presented in Fig. 6.3. As mentioned, it is assumed 
that the second restructuring option will be adopted�

The figures presented are based on the valuation of assets presented by the companies them-
selves in their financial statements. The analysis of the purchase and sale transactions of individ-
ual segments of the analyzed companies indicates that at the end of the restructuring process, 
the new consolidated PGE group will gain PLN 31.5 billion, whereas the balance for NABE will 
amount to PLN -26.5 billion. Moreover, NABE will be in possession of coal assets that will rapidly 
lose their value (as results from the loss of value recorded in 2019, it may even be a decrease to zero 
in a few years). PGE, on the other hand, will be able to spend excess funds for highly profitable invest-
ments in RES. Therefore, it is undoubtedly possible to talk about an economic benefit for PGE.

The valuation presented is subject to considerable uncertainty due to the lack of access to 
the accounting data of the companies. However, it does not change the fact that the scale of dis-
crepancies is enormous and it is difficult to imagine that the transactions between NABE and 
PGE could be cashless, even assuming that PGE will grant an enormous credit line to NABE (which 
in turn raises doubts about sharing debt between private and public entities, as described above)�
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Fig. 6.3. Financial flows between the companies involved in the restructuring (PLN million)
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7.  LEGAL ASSESSMENT  
OF THE RESTRUCTURING PLAN

7.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

The planned restructuring of the Polish power sector may have a very negative impact on compe-
tition in the energy market� Energy undertakings which are to participate in the restructuring pro-
cess operate in the EU internal electricity market, although most of their activities take place in 
Poland� Therefore, the plan must be assessed from the point of view of national and EU competi-
tion law, including State aid law�

The restructuring process which, in simple terms, may include:
�� exclusion of coal assets from energy undertakings as they stand;
��  consolidation of PGE, Enea and Tauron, covering various segments of the electricity 

market;
��  establishment of NABE, i�e� a new State entity (company or agency) to be responsi-

ble for the management and ultimately decommissioning of coal assets;
��  implementation of the EDM, i�e� the State aid mechanism allowing for the extension 

of the operation of coal-fired power units intended for decommissioning; and
��  implementation of the associated capacity mechanism in the form of a strategic re-

serve�

Consequently, it may be necessary to carry out for individual elements of the restructuring 
plan, up to five competition law proceedings.

Although the restructuring plan treats the EDM and the strategic reserve as a whole (the reserve is 
to be part of the EDM), further these issues are presented separately to better illustrate legal prob-
lems related to the restructuring process�

The restructuring process would require the following decisions:
��  Consent to the concentration of coal assets in NABE, and from the point of view of 

the competition law the future legal form of the entity is irrelevant in this case� Such 
concentration requires the consent of the Polish Office of Competition and Con-
sumer Protection (UOKiK) or the European Commission (EC)� Due to the fact that 
most of the business related to these assets takes place in Poland, it is more likely 
that UOKiK will be in charge of the case89�

��  Consent to the concentration of other assets (i.e. in particular RES, gas and activities 
in the scope of retail sale and distribution of energy) of today's companies: PGE, 
Enea and Tauron� As above, this consolidation would probably have to be approved 
by UOKiK90�

��  Consent to support the merged PGE, Enea and Tauron in the form of a takeover by 
the State of unprofitable coal assets and, consequently, a significant improvement 
of the economic situation of the new entity� Such aid would have to be approved by 
the European Commission� For more detailed considerations in this regard see point 
7.3 below.

89  Based on: Zajdler Energy Lawyers & Consultants, Legal and regulatory analysis of merger control considerations for Polish coal con-
centration, not published�

90 Ibidem.
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�� �Consent�of�the�European�Commission�to�the�State�aid�for�coal-fired�power�units�op-
erating as part of the EDM.

�� �Consent�of�the�European�Commission�to�create�a�new�strategic�reserve.

It should be emphasized that the planned restructuring is of precedence in nature and due to nu-
merous�doubts,�including�in�particular�legal�doubts,�its�assumptions�may�and�will�probably�have�to�
undergo�significant�changes.

While�the�very�concept�of�the�spin-off�of�coal�assets�is�not�new,�the�intention�to�create�a�State�
monopoly in this area in Poland raises doubts in this respect. For comparison purposes, the sep-
aration�of�conventional�assets�in�Germany�(RWE/Innogy�and�E.ON/Uniper�cases)�took�place�with-
out�the�involvement�of�the�State.�The�same�was�true�for�the�Danish�energy�undertaking�Orsted�
(formerly�DONG),�which�sold�a�conventional�part�of�its�business�on�market�terms.�The�consolida-
tion�of�unprofitable�coal-fired�power�plants,�similar�to�the�one�planned�in�Poland,�started�to�be�im-
plemented�in�China�in�2020,�but�their�economic�and�legal�system�is�completely�different�from�the�
one�in�force�in�the�EU.

On�the�other�hand,�the EC has already approved State aid for the early decommissioning of 
a coal-fired power plant, but subject to significant climate benefits.�In�view�of�the�increasing�in-
tegration�of�climate�protection�into�the�existing�legal�regulations,�including�energy�law,�competition�
and�State�aid,�it�can�be�assumed�that�this�aspect�will�be�present�in�all�the�above-mentioned�proce-
dures,�which�will�take�place�in�relation�to�the�Polish�plan�for�restructuring�the�power�sector�(even�if�
their�main�value�is�the�protection�of�competition).

Further the focus is on State aid issues.

7.2 STATE AID FOR POWER SECTOR RESTRUCTURING

In�accordance�with�the�general�principles�of�EU�law,�State�aid�is�prohibited.�Such�aid�may�excep-
tionally�be�permitted�with�a�consent�of�the�EC�(in�the�form�of�a�decision),�which�has�exclusive�com-
petence�to�approve�such�support.�Any�new�aid�to�the�power�sector�cannot�therefore�be�granted�
solely on the basis of a political decision of the Polish authorities.

Out�of�the�above-mentioned�issues�(support�for�merged�PGE,�Enea�and�Tauron,�introduction�
of�the�EDM�and�the�strategic�reserve),�detailed�provisions�concerning�the�conditions�of�permissi-
bility�of�the�relevant�State�aid�apply�only�in�the�area�of�capacity�mechanisms�(i.e.�in�particular�stra-
tegic�reserves).�The�issue�is�regulated�by�the�EU�Regulation�2019/943�on�the�internal�electricity�
market91�and�the�EC�Guidelines�on�State�aid�for�environmental�protection�and�energy�2014–2020�
(the�so-called�EEAG�Guidelines)92.

The�EEAG�Guidelines,�which�are�currently�in�force�until�the�end�of�2021,�do�not�address�the�is-
sue�of�aid�for�the�decommissioning�of�coal-fired�plants.�However,�it�is�conceivable�that�due�to�the�
need�to�decommission�coal-fired�power�plants�more�quickly,�this�issue�may�be�covered�by�the�re-
vised�EEAG�Guidelines�or�new�special�guidelines�may�be�issued�in�this�respect93.�However,�there�
is�no�chance�for�such�a�document�to�be�prepared�before�the�Polish�authorities�prepare�a�new�pro-
ject�for�restructuring�the�national�power�sector94.

91 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R0943&from=PL.
92 �https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/TXT/PDF7?un=CELEX:52014XC0628(01)&from=pl;�https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-con-

tent/�PL/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52014XC0628(01)R(04)&from=EN.
93 �For�claims�regarding�the�need�to�adopt�such�guidelines,�see�the�comments�of�ClientEarth�to�the�revision�of�the�EEAG�Guidelines:�

https://�www.clientearth.org/media/3v2aodbb/clientearth039s-response-to-the-targeted-consultation-for-the-evalua-
tion-of-the-guidelines-�-on-state-aid-for-environmental-protection-and-energy-2014-2020-ce-en.pdf,�page�23.

94 �According�to�media�reports,�planned�for�the�turn�of�2020�and�2021.�See�e.g.�https://www.wnp.pl/energetyka/wydzielenie-ak-�ty-
wow-weglowych-z-energetyki-resort-kresli-terminarz,426376.html.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52014XC0628(01)&from=pl
https://www.clientearth.org/media/3v2aodbb/clientearth039s-response-to-the-targeted-consultation-for-the-evaluation-of-the-guidelines-on-state-aid-for-environmental-protection-and-energy-2014-2020-ce-en.pdf
https://www.wnp.pl/energetyka/wydzielenie-aktywow-weglowych-z-energetyki-resort-kresli-terminarz,426376.html
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52014XC0628(01)&from=pl
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Therefore, the permissibility of State aid for the remaining elements of the restructuring plan 
would have to be examined by the EC on the basis of a general treaty rule (Article 107 of the Treaty 
on the Functioning of the European Union, hereinafter: “TFEU”)95. On this basis, in 2020 the Com-
mission has already consented, for the first time, to the granting by the Dutch authorities of aid in 
the form of compensation in return for the faster decommissioning of the Hemweg coal-fired pow-
er plant96. The process of approval of this aid, counting from the first contact between the author-
ities of the Netherlands and the EC, lasted less than a year.

The power plant which was opened in the mid-1990s was decommissioned at the beginning of 
2020, long before the originally planned end of its operation. Its operator received EUR 50 million 
of compensation. According to the EC, climate benefits outweighed the costs. The power plant 
emitted approx. 3.5 million tons of CO2 every year. An important factor in the light of the positive 
decision of the EC was also the adoption by the Netherlands of the Act in 2019, under which the 
country will completely phase out the coal-fired power sector by 2030 at the latest. It should be 
noted that the EC decision referred to the European Green Deal, i.e. a planned legislative initiative 
aimed at achieving climate neutrality by the Union by 2050 at the latest97.

The absence of specific guidelines complicates the process of approving the aid. The 
compensation mechanisms provided for in the German Coal Phase-out Act (auctions for hard 
coal-fired power units, individual agreements with operators of lignite-fired plants) are partly still 
under examination by the EC. The prolonged negotiations with the EC confirm the doubts sur-
rounding the granting of new State aid to coal-fired plants98.

In the context of an increasingly more strict EU climate and energy policy, it will be particu-
larly difficult for aid in the form of support provided by the Polish State to coal-fired plants 
to be approved. The potential sources of financing presented in the restructuring plan (revenues 
from the EU ETS, Just Transition Fund) are very doubtful.

The current wording of EU Directive 2003/87/EC establishing a scheme for greenhouse gas 
emission allowance trading (“ETS Directive”)99 limits greatly the possibility of granting funds for 
coal-fired plants100. Similarly, the recent draft of the EU Regulation establishing the Just Transition 
Fund101 provides that market operators other than small or medium-sized enterprises (i.e. such as 
planned NABE) may be supported in highly exceptional circumstances and the aid may not be pro-
vided for coal-fired projects102.

95 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12012E/TXT&from=PL.
96  See https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_863; https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/ca- ses1/202025/

284556_2165085_151_2.pdf
97 For more information see: https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/European-green-deal_pl.
98  The main legal objections to the support mechanisms provided for in German law include the incompatibility with the EU internal mar-

ket on the following grounds:
   ❚   they alow the option for receiving compensation by power units which have operated for over 25 years, which are no longer of any 

market value today and, therefore, artificially extending their period of operation;
   ❚  they provide for excessive compensation for the above-mentioned power units (every euro constitutes a windfall profit in this 

case);
   ❚  they favor the retrofit of the coal-fired plants aimed at creating the cogeneration plants instead of decommissioning them more 

quickly;
   ❚  a non-transparent process of negotiating compensation with operators of lignite-fired plants;
   ❚  the amount of the compensation is not related (recalculated) to the actual dates of decommissioning individual plants; and
   ❚  they are contrary to the principle of the EU environmental protection law – the “polluter pays” principle. 

Prepared on the basis of: https://www.documents.clientearth.org/library/download-info/the-german-coal-exit-law-grounds-of- -in-
compatibility-of-the-compensations-for-hard-coal-plants-with-state-aid-law/; https://www.documents.clientearth.org/library/ 
download-info/the-german-lignite-phase-out-contract-and-investment-arbitration-briefing/; https://www.documents.cliente- arth.
org/library/download-info/letter-to-dg-competition-legality-of-state-aid-to-german-lignite-operators/; oraz https://www.do- cu-
ments.clientearth.org/library/download-info/funding-for-chp-in-germanys-coal-phase-out-law/.

99    https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02003L0087-20200101&from=PL.
100  See https://www.documents.clientearth.org/wp-content/uploads/library/2018-05-20-reforma-eu-ets-jak-nie-zmarnowac-kolej-nej-

szansy-na-dekarbonizacje-polskiej-gospodarki-coll-pl.pdf, page 7. 
101  See https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/HIS/?uri=CELEX:52020PC0022. According to the last proposal, Poland would re-

ceive approx. EUR 3.5 billion from the fund.
102 See https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52020PC0022&from=EN, Article 4(2) and Article 5.

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_863
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal_pl
https://www.documents.clientearth.org/library/download-info/the-german-coal-exit-law-grounds-of-incompatibility-of-the-compensations-for-hard-coal-plants-with-state-aid-law/
https://www.documents.clientearth.org/library/download-info/the-german-lignite-phase-out-contract-and-investment-arbitration-briefing/
https://www.documents.clientearth.org/wp-content/uploads/library/2018-05-20-reforma-eu-ets-jak-nie-zmarnowac-kolejnej-szansy-na-dekarbonizacje-polskiej-gospodarki-coll-pl.pdf
https://www.documents.clientearth.org/library/download-info/the-german-coal-exit-law-grounds-of-incompatibility-of-the-compensations-for-hard-coal-plants-with-state-aid-law/
https://www.documents.clientearth.org/library/download-info/the-german-lignite-phase-out-contract-and-investment-arbitration-briefing/
https://www.documents.clientearth.org/library/download-info/letter-to-dg-competition-legality-of-state-aid-to-german-lignite-operators/
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Therefore, the Polish authorities go “all in”, focusing on the future of a as of yet non-negotiat-
ed framework of the EU law, counting on the fact that the final wording of the EU regulations, which 
are either being amended or adopted, will be favorable for the funding of the coal-fired power sec-
tor103. This will be difficult because the State aid granted so far by the Polish authorities for the 
power sector has rather contributed to the petrification of the installed capacity structure and the 
national energy mix104. Moreover, in the course of the procedure of granting State aid in the form 
of free EU ETS allowances for domestic power plants for the period 2013–2019, the Polish au-
thorities undertook to decentralize the Polish power sector, while instead it has been progressive-
ly consolidated since then105.

In this situation, it is possible that the costs resulting from the power sector restructuring plan 
(i.e. in particular the costs of operation of the EDM) will again be covered by a new, dedicated fee, 
which is to be one of the items on the electricity bill of each energy customer in Poland (similar-
ly as in the case of the transitional fee and a new capacity market fee to be introduced on Janu-
ary 1, 2021).

The same problems can be identified in a separate plan prepared by the government for the 
restructuring of assets in the hard coal mining sector, concentrated in the Polish Mining Group 
(PGG). The granting of new operating aid for hard coal mining is prohibited in the EU from the end 

103  Recently Poland has requested amendments to the ETS Directive. See https://www.reuters.com/article/eu-carbontrading-poland/
poland- -seeks-extra-carbon-market-cash-for-green-shift-idUKL4N2HB2QN.

104  For more details see: https://www.documents.clientearth.org/library/download-info/subsydia-motor-czy-hamulec-polskiej-transfor-
macji-energetycznej/ and https://www.documents.clientearth.org/wp-content/uploads/library/2018-05-20-reforma-eu-ets-jak-nie-
zmar-nowac-kolejnej-szansy-na-dekarbonizacje-polskiej-gospodarki-coll-pl.pdf.

105  See https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/249823/249823_1531411_93_2.pdf, section 37 on pages 12–13. For more 
details see https://www.documents.clientearth.org/wp-content/uploads/library/2018-05-20-reforma-eu-ets-jak-nie-zmarnowac-
kolej- nej-szansy-na-dekarbonizacje-polskiej-gospodarki-coll-pl.pdf, pages 18-19.

https://www.reuters.com/article/eu-carbontrading-poland/poland-seeks-extra-carbon-market-cash-for-green-shift-idUKL4N2HB2QN
https://www.documents.clientearth.org/library/download-info/subsydia-motor-czy-hamulec-polskiej-transformacji-energetycznej/
https://www.documents.clientearth.org/wp-content/uploads/library/2018-05-20-reforma-eu-ets-jak-nie-zmarnowac-kolejnej-szansy-na-dekarbonizacje-polskiej-gospodarki-coll-pl.pdf
https://www.documents.clientearth.org/wp-content/uploads/library/2018-05-20-reforma-eu-ets-jak-nie-zmarnowac-kolejnej-szansy-na-dekarbonizacje-polskiej-gospodarki-coll-pl.pdf
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of 2018. Therefore, this plan also assumes the favor of the EC and changes in EU State aid law. 
The scenario of consent to the new aid scheme for the Polish hard coal mining sector should be 
assessed as unlikely. In this context, the elements of the power sector restructuring plan cover-
ing hard coal mines (e.g. transfer of LW Bogdanka, which is a member of the Enea Group, to NABE) 
are also doubtful.

7.3 DOES RESTRUCTURING CONSTITUTE STATE AID?

Although the restructuring plan of the Polish power sector constitutes an integrated whole, its in-
dividual elements fall under different legal regimes and will most probably be subject to several 
different procedures. In particular, although the preliminary version of the plan combines the EDM 
and the strategic reserve, it cannot be excluded that the aid granted will be the subject of two sep-
arate procedures (similarly as in the case of the capacity market and the mechanism of reductions 
from a capacity fee for industrial customers introduced by one law).

For a mechanism to be classified as State aid, it must meet all the conditions of Article 107(1) of 
TFEU, that is it must:

�� be granted to undertakings;
��  be granted by the State and through State resources, and the legal form of the sup-

port is irrelevant (“in any form”);
�� offer a selective advantage;
�� distort competition or at least threaten to distort competition; and
�� affect trade between EU Member States.

There is no doubt that the State aid will constitute the planned EDM/strategic reserve mech-
anism. The EC has already classified as State aid (compatible with the internal market) the com-
pensation of similar nature for the Hemweg power plant in the Netherlands, and the procedure 
of approval of support in the form individual agreements for the decommissioning of lignite-fired 
power plants in Germany is pending.

The Commission also classified as State aid (compatible with the internal market) a number of 
strategic reserves in various EU Member States, including in Germany106 and Belgium107. The cur-
rent Polish strategic reserve in the form of the Cold Contingency Reserve was not examined by the 
EC despite the fact that, according to ClientEarth, this mechanism meets all the criteria for classi-
fication as State aid108. The capacity mechanisms are of increasing interest to the EC, and recent-
ly, the Polish capacity market, among others, was recognized as State aid.

Below there is the analysis of individual elements of the restructuring plan from the perspec-
tive of the EU State aid law.

106  See https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/269083/269083_1983030_171_2.pdf.
107  See https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/272020/272020_1964726_118_2.pdf.
108  For more information see: https://www.documents.clientearth.org/library/download-info/subsydia-motor-czy-hamulec- 

polskiej-transformacji-e- nergetycznej/, pages 38-43.

https://www.documents.clientearth.org/library/download-info/subsydia-motor-czy-hamulec-polskiej-transformacji-energetycznej/
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The planned EDM will constitute State aid, as the payments provided for therein:
��  are to be granted to energy undertakings, irrespective of the final legal form of NABE 

and the EDM (company, agency or other);
��  are to be granted by the State and through State resources, as the adoption of this 

mechanism will be a decision of the State and the funds to cover its activities will re-
main under State control (whether they will ultimately be funds from the EU ETS, an-
other EU mechanism or a new dedicated fee);

��  will offer a selective advantage, in particular due to a very limited list of potential ben-
eficiaries, including only the operators (or even one operator) of the existing coal-
fired power units;

��  threaten to distort competition, as a compensation is to be granted only to a few or 
even one market operator (NABE) and other competitors on the electricity market 
will not receive it;

��  will affect trade between EU Member States as electricity is traded on the internal 
market�

Similarly, any new strategic reserve will constitute State aid as such support:
��  will be granted to energy undertakings, irrespective of the final legal form of NABE 

and the EDM;
��  will be granted by the State and through State resources as the resources to cover 

the fixed costs of loss-making coal-fired power plants at the disposal of the power 
system operator will remain under State control;

��  will offer a selective advantage, in particular due to a very limited list of potential ben-
eficiaries, including only operators (or even one operator) of the existing coal-fired 
power units;

��  poses a risk of distorting the competition, since such a reserve is not a natural ele-
ment of the electricity market and potential remuneration for the provision of this 
service will be received only by a few of the competitors present on the market; and

��  affects trade between EU Member States as electricity is traded on the internal mar-
ket�

It should be remembered that in accordance with the EU Regulation 2019/943, power units emit-
ting over 550 grams of CO2 per kWh of the energy generated or 350 kg of CO2 per kW of the ca-
pacity installed (this second threshold opens the possibility to create a new reserve) can no longer 
participate in capacity mechanisms, including strategic reserves� Taking into consideration the av-
erage efficiency of Polish coal-fired power units, the average capacity factor of the power plants 
remaining in such a reserve could amount to only approx. 4%. Their activity will therefore have to 
be very limited�

While the implementation of the EDM/strategic reserve mechanism raises no doubts as to the 
existence of State aid (there are similar cases presented in the EU competition law), the remaining 
scope of the restructuring plan includes conclusions that are of a precedential nature. However, it 
can be argued that the mere fact of separating coal assets and thus increasing the book value of 
other power groups must be examined not only from the point of view of the merger law, but also 
of the State aid law�

The elements of the restructuring plan of the Polish power sector, including the separation of 
coal assets and their transfer to a new State entity (NABE), may constitute State aid, as such a re-
structuring process:

��  supports energy undertakings: PGE, Enea and Tauron;
��  provides for State support (State-owned NABE takes over permanently unprofitable 

coal assets; see also the statements of the representative of the government indi-
cating that the decision on the form and final shape of the restructuring process will 
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be taken by the State109) and through State resources (as a result of the restructur-
ing, the listed companies benefit and the State suffers losses; the State may take 
over part of the debts of the power companies);

��  offers a selective advantage as the plan supports selected State-owned under-
takings and not all competitors on the energy market (by contrast, the private 
ZE PAK is to decommission all of its coal assets by 2030, on its own behalf and at its 
own expense110);

��  threatens to distort competition on the electricity market, as it may, among others:
�  create an advantage for the new entity (merged PGE, Enea and Tauron), which is 

impossible to gain on the free market (today private investors dispose of coal as-
sets instead of buying them),

� pose a risk of artificial extension of coal assets life under new regulatory condi-
tions (in particular in the context of increasing the EU CO2 emission reduction tar-
get by further, at least 15 percentage points by 2030), and

� limit energy consumers the right to choose a supplier;
��  affects trade between Member States as electricity is traded in the EU internal mar-

ket and merged PGE, Enea and Tauron, with increased book value, will be able to 
make large investments in new generation sources affecting the electricity balance 
between Poland and the power systems connected to it, and NABE will become the 
largest coal-fired power company in the EU.

In such a situation (the State takes over permanent loss-generating economic activity and even 
the initial value of NABE is negative), it is difficult to talk about the possibility that the restructuring 
process may meet the market investor test (i.e. when the State intervention grants such an eco-
nomic advantage, which can be gained under normal market conditions)111.

The restructuring of the Polish power sector itself may therefore provide for subsidization 
of listed companies by the State and thus it may constitute State aid. A particularly controver-
sial issue is the potential purchase by the State of debts related to the coal assets of the present 
power groups112. As before, the EC rarely consented to taking over of private debts by State insti-
tutions113, and in the history of the EU State aid law there is no set of financial mechanisms similar 
to that provided for in the preliminary restructuring plan for the Polish power sector114.

Nor does any element of the plan meet the conditions to be classified as services of general 
economic interest (“SGEI”), which form one of the exceptions to the general principles of State aid 
law115. It should be remembered that the assessment of the compliance of SGEIs introduced by 
the EU Member States with the competition law is also the responsibility of the EC116.

Therefore, the Polish authorities should notify the EC as soon as possible of the entire re-
structuring plan (irrespective of the fact that its individual elements may and probably will later be 
subject to separate procedures). Based on previous case laws (in particular the Netherlands case), 
it can be assumed that the Commission will be willing to approve aid for the phase out of the coal-
fired power sector in Poland, provided that the environmental (climate) benefits significantly out-

109 See e.g. https://www.wnp.pl/energetyka/wydzielenie-aktywow-weglowych-z-energetyki-resort-kresli-terminarz,426376.html.
110  See https://ri.zepak.com.pl/pl/raporty/raporty-okresowe/1466-rozszerzony-skonsolidowany-raport-polroczny-za-i-polrocze- -2020-

roku.html.
111  For more detail see: M. Stoczkiewicz, Pomoc państwa dla przedsiębiorstw energetycznych w prawie Unii Europejskiej [State aid for 

energy undertakings in the European Union law], Warszawa 2011, p. 195.
112 See https://wysokienapiecie.pl/33246-pge-chce-zeby-rzad-odcial-jej-weglowy-ogon-rzad-na-razie-tylko-wymachuje-nozem/.
113  See https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/267849/267849_1911676_95_2.pdf; https://ec.europa.eu/competition/sta- 

te_aid/cases/222342/222342_736762_3_1.pdf.
114 Based on: https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/register/.
115  See Article 106(2) of TFEU. Article 9(2) of the new EU Directive 2019/944 on common rules for the internal market for electricity 

(https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/PL/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019L0944&from=PL) clarifies that all SGEIs in the power sector 
must be clearly defined, transparent, non-discriminatory and verifiable, and shall guarantee equality of access for electricity under-
takings of the Union to national consumers.

116  See Article 106(3) of TFEU.

https://www.wnp.pl/energetyka/wydzielenie-aktywow-weglowych-z-energetyki-resort-kresli-terminarz,426376.html
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/222342/222342_736762_3_1.pdf
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weigh the costs borne by the State117 and outweigh the negative impact of the restructuring on 
competition in the energy market�

In practice it means that it is necessary to adopt a very ambitious decommissioning sched-
ule of coal-fired power plants, which is contrary to the statements of the representatives of the 
government that the separation of coal assets is to enable the change of the Polish energy mix 
only “in the perspective of the next decades”118�

State aid to be granted must first be approved by the EC.

7.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A general analysis of the preliminary restructuring plan of the Polish power sector leads to the fol-
lowing conclusions:

�� It is necessary to immediately notify the entire plan to the EC�
��  The procedure for examining the restructuring plan will be long-lasting and no rapid 

decisions should be expected in this respect (looking at previous experience, prece-
dential nature and case complexity, it can be estimated that it will take at least one 
year to assess the plan)�

��  The EC is willing to approve the State aid related to the decommissioning of coal-
fired power plants, but in return it will require that strict and progressive climate con-
ditions are met (see below)�

��  It will be more difficult to obtain relevant consents of UOKiK. It is worth noting that in 
2011 UOKiK did not consent to the concentration of assets of only two national 
groups in the power sector – PGE and Energa119, and since then the relevant provi-
sions have not changed significantly.

��  In the light of the more and more strict EU climate and energy regulations, possible 
positive decisions of UOKiK in the area of coal-fired power sector will also require 
the imposition of appropriate climatic conditions120�

��  Given the scale of planned interference into economic processes and the impor-
tance of the case for climate protection, it would be advisable that the assumptions 
of the restructuring process take the form of a special law (as was the case in Ger-
many and the Netherlands)�

In view of the above, it seems that the European Commission would be able to accept the restruc-
turing plan under the following conditions aimed at climate protection:

��  EDM supports only those power units that will physically cease their operations 
by 2030 at the latest. The power units to be decommissioned after 2030 are not 
entitled to apply for State aid (similar degression occurs in the case of the German 
Coal Phase-out Act)�

��  State aid under the EDM is limited only to additional costs related to early de-
commissioning of coal-fired plants and social costs related to the dismissal/
re-qualification of workers. The EDM may also cover part of the environmental costs 

117  It should be remembered that the primary principle of EU environmental law is the so-called “polluter pays” principle (see Article 
191(2) of TFEU), which means in particular that it is the operator of the plant who is responsible for any damage made to the environ-
ment, not the State�

118  See https://www.wnp.pl/energetyka/wydzielenie-aktywow-weglowych-z-energetyki-resort-kresli-terminarz,426376.html.
119 See https://www.uokik.gov.pl/aktualnosci.php?news_id=2423.
120  Based on: Zajdler Energy Lawyers & Consultants, Legal and regulatory analysis of merger control considerations for Polish coal con-

centration, not published�

https://www.wnp.pl/energetyka/wydzielenie-aktywow-weglowych-z-energetyki-resort-kresli-terminarz,426376.html
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incurred after the plants have been decommissioned (e.g. land reinstatement 
costs)121. The EDM does not provide for any operating aid for operating coal-
fired power units.

�� �After�2030,�only�the�most�efficient�coal-fired�power�units�remain,�which�were�com-
missioned�after�2010�(i.e.�the�newest�power�units�in�the�following�power�plants:�Beł-
chatów,�Kozienice,�Opole,�Jaworzno�and�Turów).

��  All coal-fired power units in the country will be decommissioned by the end of 
2035 at the latest. Then�there�is�no�problem�with�possible�State�liability�for�com-
pensation�for�early�termination�of�capacity�agreements�(as�was�the�case�with�the�
mechanism�of�compensation�for�termination�of�the�so-called�long-term�contracts)�
–�the�last�agreements�with�coal-fired�units�within�the�capacity�market�expire�at�the�
end of 2035.

��  The plan includes the obligation of the Polish authorities to produce no more 
than 15-20 TWh of electricity from coal in 2030, which is in line with the values 
resulting from the new, increased CO2 emission reduction target in the EU, which�
will�be�-55%�in�2030�(in�relation�to�the�value�from�1990).�Similar�directional�commit-
ments�of�the�Polish�authorities�have�already�been�found�in�the�past�in�EC�State�aid�
decisions122.

121 However,�this�raises�doubts�from�the�point�of�view�of�the�“polluter�pays”�principle.
122 �See�point�37�of�the�above-mentioned�EC�decision�on�free�EU�ETS�allowances�for�the�Polish�power�sector:�https://ec.europa.eu/com-

petition/state�aid/cases/249823/249823_1531411_93_2.pdf.

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/249823/249823_1531411_93_2.pdf
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Tools Description Arguments for Arguments against
Carbon tax 
and emissions 
trading scheme 
(EU ETS)

Although carbon tax and the emissions 
trading scheme (EU ETS) are often 
presented as alternatives, in practice 
many European countries, e�g� Sweden 
and the UK, use them together�123124

Emissions trading scheme (EU ETS)
The EU ETS is applicable in 
all the EU countries�

Since its establishment in 2005, the 
EU ETS has provided the Polish budget 
with approx� PLN 20 billion of revenue�

Carbon tax
A number of European countries also 
apply carbon tax alongside the ETS�

In Poland, the carbon tax is not in effect, 
but since 1993 there has been a green 
excise duty on energy products and 
electricity, which is classified as carbon 
tax by e.g. the World Bank. However, 
its level is extremely low compared 
to carbon tax in other countries�125

The budget revenue from carbon tax 
could be invested in programs supporting 
the development of RES technologies 
or reduction of energy poverty�

In Poland, increased carbon tax 
(alongside the EU ETS) might lead to 
further reduction in competitiveness 
of electricity generation from coal and 
faster decommissioning of coal assets�

There is no certainty as 
to the pace of change 
or the exact date of 
the coal phase-out�

If changes do not occur 
quickly enough, imposing 
high carbon tax may 
result in a significant 
increase in electricity 
prices for consumers�

Appropriations from the 
EU ETS may be misused 
– e.g. for financing the 
Price Difference Payment 
Fund (Polish: Fundusz 
Wypłaty Różnicy Ceny).

Support for RES It is used to reduce costs of producing 
energy from renewable energy 
sources, especially at the initial 
stage of their implementation�

This aid may take various forms, 
such as: direct transfer of funds for 
investments in RES technologies or tax 
credits for organizations investing in 
adaptations of those technologies�

It increases the financial capabilities 
of energy producers to implement 
RES technologies in the electricity 
generation process�

A higher level of support for RES (in the 
form of RES auctions or new programs) 
might allow to avoid restructuring of the 
electricity market, as power companies 
would have more funds for investments�

In order to achieve the best effectiveness 
of those support programs, it is important 
that they do not operate in conjunction 
with, but instead of, public aid to the 
conventional power sector�126 Despite 
the fact that the reduction of emissions 
by means of supporting RES may involve 
higher costs than e�g� the introduction of 
carbon tax, the learnings from European 
countries and Poland have shown that 
they are an effective measure of reducing 
RES prices and increasing the share 
of this energy in the energy mix�127

Uncertainty about the 
pace and effectiveness 
of energy transition�

It does not guarantee 
that RES technologies 
will be adapted by the 
power sector to an extent 
allowing to maintain energy 
continuity in the country�

If the transformation 
does not take place 
relatively soon, the aid 
may be very costly for the 
State, with low social and 
environmental benefits.

APPENDIX 1.
Table Z.1. Regulatory tools supporting the coal phase-out in the power sector

123   Haites (2018). Carbon taxes and greenhouse gas emissions trading systems: what have we learned?: https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/1469 
3062.2018.1492897.

124 World Bank (2020). Carbon Pricing Dashboard: https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data.
125   World Bank (2016). State and Trends of Carbon Pricing 2016: https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/25160?cid=EXTIK_Tokyo_eNews_P_

EXT&locale-attribute=es.
126  In the period 2013-2018, Poland allocated twice as much appropriations to support conventional power sector than it did for renewable power sector, 

which resulted in mutual elimination of the effects of the aid and free adaptation of low-carbon technologies.
127  Catapult (n.a.) Netherlands Renewable Energy Support Schemes: : https://es.catapult.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Netherlands-RES-Support- 

-Case-Study-FINAL�pdf�

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14693062.2018.1492897
https://es.catapult.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Netherlands-RES-Support-Case-Study-FINAL.pdf
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Tools Description Arguments for Arguments against
Emission 
standards

They are emission constraints 
imposed on power plants, used to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions�

Producer units which do not meet 
those requirements shall be deprived 
of the possibility of supplying energy�

The purpose of emission standards 
is to encourage power plants to 
upgrade and adapt technologies 
enabling them to continue to generate 
electricity with reduced emissions�

It is also an effective way to close 
coal-fired power plants that do not 
meet the emission conditions�

In the case of Poland, 
which still largely relies 
on electricity generation 
from coal, the imposition 
of stricter emission 
limits (i�e� no derogation) 
and suddenly closing 
many coal-fired power 
plants might threaten 
energy security�

Support for 
just transition

This is a socio-economic State aid 
scheme for regions affected by the 
departure from coal, including, for example, 
job-to-job transition or assistance in 
finding alternative employment.

The appropriations largely 
come from an EU fund�

Such schemes are key support for 
regions affected by coal abandonment, 
and their absence may lead to serious 
social and economic damage�

In the EU, this type of support is to be 
provided by the Just Transition Fund 
and related financing mechanisms 
under the European Green Deal�128

Those schemes may 
be costly and their 
effectiveness depends 
on good planning and 
engagement of a number 
of stakeholders at 
local, regional, national 
and EU levels�

Compensation 
for allegedly 
lost profits

Coal-fired power plant operators 
object to being shut down before the 
technical end of operation date (up 
to 60 years and more), claiming that 
it deprives them of the possibility to 
obtain a return on the investment 
already made� In return for earlier 
power plant shutdowns, they demand 
compensation for potentially lost profits.

Such a program worth up to EUR 40 
billion is being planned in Germany�

Damages for coal-fired power plant 
operators are controversial enough that 
many power plants are already teetering on 
the edge of profitability129 and will generate 
losses rather than profits in the future. 
Therefore, the main question is whether 
such a program is justified in Poland.

An additional financial incentive for coal-
fired power plant operators who decide to 
shut them down before the nominal date�

Burdening the State 
Treasury with extra costs 
which, instead of being 
used for new low-carbon 
generation technologies, 
extend the time of 
operation of coal assets�

It is also public aid 
which does not have 
to be accepted by the 
European Commission�

The transfer of funds does 
not have to guarantee 
faster departure from 
coal� In Germany, despite 
the compensation 
scheme, the pace of 
coal abandonment is not 
fast enough (until 2038). 
It is also against the EU 
"polluter pays" principle�

128  Czyżak et al. Zielone miejsca pracy. Przypadek regionu bełchatowskiego. Trans: Green jobs in coal regions. Case study: Bełchatów. Instrat Policy Paper 
04/2020, 2020: http://instrat.pl/wp-content/ uploads/2020/08/Instrat-Policy-Paper-04-2020.pdf.

129  Carbon Tracker (2018). Powering down coal: Navigating the economic and financial risks in the last years of coal power: https://carbontracker.org/reports/ 
coal-portal/.

http://instrat.pl/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Instrat-Policy-Paper-04-2020.pdf
https://carbontracker.org/reports/coal-portal/
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Tools Description Arguments for Arguments against
Capacity 
mechanisms

They ensure stability of electricity supply�

In Poland so far it has been the Operational 
Capacity Reserve (Operacyjna rezerwa 
mocy – ORM) whose role will be taken over 
by the capacity market as from 2021. The 
EU Regulation obligates Poland to stop 
supporting carbon-intensive capacity 
(above 550 g/kWh) of coal-fired power 
units in the market from mid-2025.

The capacity market ensures stability 
of energy supply in the country 
when energy from renewable energy 
sources is not available or sufficient 
to cover the energy demand�

Thanks to the long-term agreements 
and the resulting financial support, the 
capacity market is designed to promote 
investments in new generation capacity�

In view of the European 
regulations requiring to 
withdraw support for coal-
fired power plants emitting 
more than 550 g/kWh, 
the capacity market is 
likely to lose its rationale 
(possibly gas-fired power 
plants will participate 
in capacity auctions)�

An open issue remains 
to ensure the availability 
of capacity in the NPS 
with the decreasing role 
of the capacity market 
– it may be that its form 
should be changed in 
order to promote e�g� 
energy storages, or the 
capacity market should be 
completely wound up and 
replaced with a form of 
strategic reserve capacity�
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APPENDIX 2. 

Table Z.2. Scenarios of shutdowns of individual coal-fired power units

Company Power Plant Unit Fuel Installed 
capacity (MW)

Shutdown 
year (NABE/
EDM)

Shutdown 
year (PA)

Shutdown 
year 
(profitability)

Enea Kozienice Kozienice B1 Hard coal 215 2020 -
PGE Rybnik Rybnik B1 Hard coal 225 2020 2018 2020
PGE Rybnik Rybnik B2 Hard coal 225 2020 2018 2020
PGE Rybnik Rybnik B3 Hard coal 225 2020 2019 2020
PGE Rybnik Rybnik B4 Hard coal 225 2020 2018 2020
PGE Dolna Odra Dolna Odra B5 Hard coal 222 2025 2019 2020
PGE Dolna Odra Dolna Odra B6 Hard coal 222 2025 2019 2020
PGE Dolna Odra Dolna Odra B7 Hard coal 232 2025 2018 2020
PGE Dolna Odra Dolna Odra B8 Hard coal 232 2025 2018 2020
Enea Kozienice Kozienice B2 Hard coal 225 2025 2024 2020
PGE Opole Opole B1 Hard coal 386 2025 2020 2020
PGE Opole Opole B2 Hard coal 383 2025 2020 2020
Energa Ostrołęka B Ostrołęka B B1 Hard coal 221 2025 2019 2020
Energa Ostrołęka B Ostrołęka B B2 Hard coal 200 2025 2018 2020
Energa Ostrołęka B Ostrołęka B B3 Hard coal 226 2025 2018 2020
PGE Rybnik Rybnik B5 Hard coal 215 2025 2019 2020
PGE Rybnik Rybnik B6 Hard coal 215 2025 2019 2020
PGE Rybnik Rybnik B7 Hard coal 220 2025 2021 2020
PGE Rybnik Rybnik B8 Hard coal 225 2025 2021 2020
Tauron Jaworzno 3 Jaworzno 3 B1 Hard coal 225 2027 2018 2020
Tauron Jaworzno 3 Jaworzno 3 B3 Hard coal 225 2027 2019 2020
Tauron Jaworzno 3 Jaworzno 3 B5 Hard coal 220 2027 2018 2020
Tauron Jaworzno 3 Jaworzno 3 B6 Hard coal 225 2027 2018 2020
Enea Kozienice Kozienice B3 Hard coal 225 2027 2024 2020
Enea Kozienice Kozienice B4 Hard coal 228 2027 2024 2020
Tauron Łaziska 3 Łaziska B12 Hard coal 225 2027 2019 2020
Enea Połaniec Połaniec B2 Hard coal 242 2027 2019 2020
Enea Połaniec Połaniec B3 Hard coal 242 2027 2019 2020
PGE Turów Turów B1 Lignite 235 2027 2029 2020
PGE Turów Turów B2 Lignite 235 2027 2018 2023
PGE Turów Turów B3 Lignite 235 2027 2029 2020
Tauron Łaziska 3 Łaziska B11 Hard coal 225 2028 2022 2020
Enea Połaniec Połaniec B4 Hard coal 242 2029 2019 2020
Enea Połaniec Połaniec B5 Hard coal 225 2029 2019 2020
Tauron Siersza Siersza B1 Hard coal 153 2029 2025 2020
Tauron Siersza Siersza B2 Hard coal 153 2029 2024 2020
PGE Turów Turów B4 Lignite 261 2029 2025 2024
PGE Turów Turów B5 Lignite 261 2029 2030 2024
PGE Turów Turów B6 Lignite 261 2029 2025 2024
PGE Bełchatów Bełchatów B2 Lignite 358 2031 2026 2020
PGE Bełchatów Bełchatów B3 Lignite 380 2031 2026 2024
PGE Bełchatów Bełchatów B4 Lignite 380 2031 2025 2024
Tauron Jaworzno 3 Jaworzno 3 B2 Hard coal 225 2031 2018 2020
Tauron Jaworzno 3 Jaworzno 3 B4 Hard coal 225 2031 2019 2020
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Company Power Plant Unit Fuel Installed 
capacity (MW)

Shutdown 
year (NABE/
EDM)

Shutdown 
year (PP)

Shutdown 
year 
(profitability)

Enea Kozienice Kozienice B8 Hard coal 228 2031 2023 2020
Tauron Łagisza Łagisza B10 Hard coal 460 2031 2024 2020
PGE Opole Opole B3 Hard coal 383 2031 2020 2020
PGE Opole Opole B4 Hard coal 380 2031 2022 2020
PGE Bełchatów Bełchatów B5 Lignite 380 2033 2026 2024
PGE Bełchatów Bełchatów B6 Lignite 394 2033 2027 2024
PGE Bełchatów Bełchatów B7 Lignite 390 2033 2025 2024
PGE Bełchatów Bełchatów B8 Lignite 390 2033 2027 2024
Enea Kozienice Kozienice B5 Hard coal 225 2033 2024 2020
Enea Kozienice Kozienice B6 Hard coal 228 2033 2024 2020
Enea Kozienice Kozienice B7 Hard coal 225 2033 2024 2020
Enea Połaniec Połaniec B6 Hard coal 242 2033 2020 2020
Enea Połaniec Połaniec B7 Hard coal 239 2033 2020 2020
Tauron Łaziska 3 Łaziska B9 Hard coal 230 2035 2021 2020
Tauron Łaziska 3 Łaziska B10 Hard coal 225 2035 2022 2020
PGE Turów Turów B11 Lignite 460 2035 2030 2027
PGE Bełchatów Bełchatów B9 Lignite 370 2036 2027 2024
PGE Bełchatów Bełchatów B10 Lignite 370 2036 2028 2024
PGE Bełchatów Bełchatów B11 Lignite 390 2036 2028 2024
PGE Bełchatów Bełchatów B12 Lignite 370 2036 2028 2024
PGE Bełchatów Bełchatów II B14 Lignite 858 2036 2029 2036
Enea Kozienice Kozienice B9 Hard coal 560 2036 2023 2020
Enea Kozienice Kozienice B10 Hard coal 560 2036 2023 2020
PGE Opole Opole B5 Hard coal 900 2036 2021 2020
Tauron Jaworzno 3 Jaworzno 3 B7 Hard coal 910 2037 2020 2020
Enea Kozienice Kozienice B11 Hard coal 1 075 2037 2023 2024
PGE Opole Opole B6 Hard coal 900 2037 2021 2036

Source:  Own study based on in-house calculations and: Koncepcja transformacji polskiego podsektora elektroenergetycz-
nego [Concept of the transformation of the Polish electricity subsector] (not published); Carbon Tracker (2018)130

130  Carbon Tracker (2018). Powering down coal: Navigating the economic and financial risks in the last years of coal power: https://carbontracker.org/re- 
ports/coal-portal/.
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APPENDIX 3
Table Z.3. List of assets of companies being merged under the restructuring plan131

Company Segment Asset Installed 
capacity (MWe)

Installed 
capacity (MWt)

PGE GiEK Bełchatów Power Plant 4928
PGE GiEK Turów Power Plant 1499
PGE GiEK Opole Power Plant 3408
PGE GiEK Dolna Odra Power Plant Group 1572
PGE GiEK Rybnik Power Plant 1840
PGE Energia Ciepła Lublin Wrotków Combined Heat and Power Plant 247 592
PGE Energia Ciepła Rzeszów Combined Heat and Power Plant 141 528
PGE Energia Ciepła Gorzów Combined Heat and Power Plant 237 368
PGE Energia Ciepła Bydgoszcz Combined Heat and Power Plant 177 564
PGE Energia Ciepła Zgierz Combined Heat and Power Plant 44 111
PGE Energia Ciepła Kielce Combined Heat and Power Plant 18 315
PGE Energia Ciepła Wybrzeże Combined Heat and Power Plants 331 1154
PGE Energia Ciepła Kraków Combined Heat and Power Plant 480 1118
PGE Energia Ciepła Zespół Elektrociepłowni Wrocławskich Kogeneracja 365 1080
PGE Energia Ciepła Zielona Góra Combined Heat and Power Plant 198 303
PGE Energia Ciepła Toruń Combined Heat and Power Plant 107 363
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Myczkowce 8.3
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Rakowice 1.9
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Dobrzeń 1.6
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Porąbka 12.5
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Tresna 21
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Raduszec Stary 2.6
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Gorzupia I 0.7
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Gorzupia II 1.7
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Grajówka 2�4
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Żagań I 0�9
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Żagań II 1.2
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Małomice 0.8
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Szprotawa 0.8
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Kliczków 0.6
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Gubin 1.1
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Zasieki 1.3
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Zielisko 1.4
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Żarki Wielkie 0.6
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Przysieka 1.3
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Bukówka 0.8
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Sobolice 0.8
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Myczkowce Hydroelectric Power Plant 0�2
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Januszkowice 1.4
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Krępna 1.3
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Krapkowice 1.3

131  The assets not generating income at the moment of publication were omitted - e.g. PGE EJ1, Baltica
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Company Segment Asset Installed 
capacity (MWe)

Installed 
capacity (MWt)

PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Oława 3�2
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Zielisko - jaz 0
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Dębe 20
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Smardzewice 3.6
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Water Nielisz 0�4
PGE Energia Odnawialna 

– Pumped-storage
Żarnowiec Hydroelectric Power Plant 716

PGE Energia Odnawialna 
– Pumped-storage

Porąbka-Żar Hydroelectric Power Plant 540

PGE Energia Odnawialna 
– Pumped-storage

Solina Hydroelectric Power Plant 198.7

PGE Energia Odnawialna 
– Pumped-storage

Dychów Hydroelectric Power Plant 88

PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Kamieńsk WF 31.2
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Pelplin WF 49
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Żuromin WF 61.2
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Resko I WF 14.3
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Resko II WF 76
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Wojciechowo WF 28.3
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Lotnisko WF 94.5
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Malbork WF 18.2
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Kisielice WF 41.2
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Galicja WF 12.2
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Lake Ostrowo WF 34�2
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Karnice 1 WF 31.2
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Karwice WF 46
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Kisielice II WF 12.4
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Karnice II WF 0
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Wind Rybice/Starza WF 0
PGE Energia Odnawialna - Sun Żar Photovoltaic Power Plant 0.7
PGE Dystrybucja Distribution volume – 36,402 GWh in 2019
PGE Obrót Trading volume – 44,010 GWh in 2019
Tauron Wytwarzanie Jaworzno 3 2445 390�2
Tauron Wytwarzanie Łaziska 3 1155 196
Tauron Wytwarzanie Siersza 546 36.5
Tauron Wytwarzanie Łagisza 700 301.2
Tauron Wytwarzanie Stalowa Wola 355 335
Tauron Ekoenergia - Wind Lipniki Wind Farm 30.75
Tauron Ekoenergia - Wind Zagórze Wind Farm 30
Tauron Ekoenergia - Wind Wicko Wind Farm 40
Tauron Ekoenergia - Wind Marszewo Wind Farm 100
Tauron Ekoenergia - Wind Gołdap Wind Farm 48
Tauron Ekoenergia - Wind Dobrzyń Wind Farm 34
Tauron Ekoenergia - Wind Mogilno Wind Farm 34
Tauron Ekoenergia - Wind Inowrocław Wind Farm 32
Tauron Ekoenergia - Wind Śniatowo Wind Farm 32
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Bobrowice I 2�422
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Bobrowice II 0.312
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Bobrowice IV 1
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Bystrzyca 0.465
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Kraszewice 0.96
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Leśna 2.61
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Lubachów 1.25
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Company Segment Asset Installed 
capacity (MWe)

Installed 
capacity (MWt)

Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Ławica 0.25
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Olszna 1.95
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Opolnica 0.41

Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Pilchowice I 7.585
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Pilchowice II 0.824
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Szklarska Poręba I 0.736
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Szklarska Poręba II 0.156
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Włodzice 1.008
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Wrzeszczyn 4.71
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Złotniki 4�42
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Czchów 9
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Dąbie 2�94
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Kuźnice 0.27
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Olcza 0�33
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Przewóz 4
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Rożnów 56
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Brzeg 0�4
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Głębinów 3�04
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Kopin 0�92
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Nysa 0.76
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Otmuchów 4.8
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Turawa 1.8
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Janowice 1.52
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Marszowice 0.385
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Wały Śląskie 9.72
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Wrocław I 4.83
Tauron Ekoenergia - Water Wrocław II 1
Tauron Ciepło Bielsko-Biała Combined Heat and Power Plant 1 50.82 182.4
Tauron Ciepło Bielsko-Biała Combined Heat and Power Plant 2 55 201.4
Tauron Ciepło Local heat plants 146
Tauron Ciepło Tychy 105 336
Tauron Ciepło Katowice 135 294
Tauron Wydobycie Coal mining – 3.78 million tonnes in 2019
Tauron Dystrybucja Distribution volume – 49,902 GWh in 2019
Tauron Obrót Trading volume – 33,730 GWh in 2019
Enea Wytwarzanie Kozienice 4071 125.4
Enea Wytwarzanie Połaniec 1837 130
Enea Nowa Energia - Wind Bardy 50
Enea Nowa Energia - Wind Darżyno 6
Enea Nowa Energia - Wind Baczyna / Lubno 14.1
Enea Nowa Energia - Biogas Biogas Plants 3.8 3.1
Enea Nowa Energia - Water Hydropower plants 60,4
Enea Ciepło Oborniki 27.4
Enea Ciepło Piła 10 135.3
Enea Ciepło Białystok 167 520
Enea Dystrybucja Distribution volume – 19,764 GWh in 2019
Enea Obrót Trading volume – 20,339 GWh in 2019
Enea Wydobycie LW Bogdanka, coal mining – 9,421 

million tonnes in 2019

Source: Own study based on: Consolidated financial statements of the PGE Capital Group, Tauron and Enea for 2019
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ClientEarth Prawnicy dla Ziemi Foundation
ClientEarth is a registered charity that uses the power of the law 
to protect people and the planet.
ClientEarth is funded by the generous support of philanthropic 
foundations, institutional donors and engaged individuals.

Instrat – Foundation for Strategic Initiatives
The Instrat Foundation is a progressive think-tank focused on 
public policy advisory. The Foundation provides research and 
consultation on digital economy, energy and environment, 
sustainable finance, labour market and inequalities. Instrat acts  
 the public interest, in its work it creates and adapts open access 
& open source tools.




